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ABSTRACT

Selective search is a modern distributed search architecture designed to reduce the computational
cost of large-scale search. Selective search creates topical shards that are deliberately contentskewed, placing highly similar documents together in the same shard. During query time, rather
than searching the entire corpus, a resource selection algorithm selects a subset of the topic shards
likely to contain documents relevant to the query and search is only performed on these shards.
This substantially reduces total computational costs of search while maintaining comparable accuracy to exhaustive distributed search. Prior work has proven selective search to be effective in
smaller scale, single query-at-a-time environments. This thesis aims to bring selective search to
wider adoption by addressing the questions related to efficiency and effectiveness in a practical
implementation.
The first set of investigations relate to the efficiency of selective search in a live system. A practical implementation of selective search would use a fully parallel query processing environment
to maximize throughput but it is unknown whether selective search would retain is efficiency
advantage over exhaustive search in this environment. This proposal investigated this research
question using a detailed simulator of selective search. It presents load-balancing solutions to
manage unequal popularity of shards and balance the cost of resource selection. Overall, it was
found that with proper load management, the efficiency claims of prior work remain relevant in
a fully parallel processing setting, and furthermore applicable to larger computational environments as well.
Production systems also use query optimization techniques such as dynamic pruning. In this
work, selective search was combined with WAND, a common dynamic pruning algorithm and it
was shown that selective search and WAND had better-than-additive gains due to the long posting
lists of the topically focused shards.
The second half of the proposal research address concerns relating to the accuracy of selective
search systems. Prior work has shown that a single instance of selective search was shown to
have reasonable accuracy when averaged over multiple query sets. However, this selective search
system contained non-deterministic steps and the variance of accuracy across different system
instances was unclear. This thesis investigated the effects of random decisions on the accuracy of
selective search and found the variance across system instances is acceptable.
During the course of the thesis research, it was found that resource selection remains a major
source of error in a selective search system and that there is room for improvement. Thus, a new
resource selection algorithm was explored, using the pre-existing statistics collected by Block-Max
WAND, a variant of the WAND optimization algorithm. We found that in a single-term query, the
new method proved more effective than existing methods and comparable to exhaustive search.
The dissertation research will continue improving the accuracy of selective search, including:
developing more accurate resource selection; developing a stable selective search variant which
closely reproduces the results of exhaustive search; and complex result merging to enable shardspecific search optimizations. Ultimately, the thesis aims to enable cost and energy-efficient use of
large-scale data collections in not only information retrieval research, but also in other fields such
as text mining and question answering, in academia and industry alike, fueling future innovation.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Modern proliferation of data has increased the importance of good information retrieval. Cheaper
data storage means that the data collections that must be searched are often quite large. For
example, ClueWeb12, a dataset used for information retrieval research, is composed of 700 million
web pages and is 6 terabytes in compressed size. Searching large collections requires substantial
computational resources. Compounding the problem is the increasing expectation from users that
searches return results in seconds or less. Large web search engines typically have sub-second
response times.
Producing search results in a timely fashion from large data collections is a challenging task.
While a single large, very powerful machine may be able to handle searches of a moderate data
collection, these machines are expensive. In addition, it is difficult to scale up this architecture
to handle larger collections. Such a hardware setup also has a single point of failure; if the large
machine goes offline, the entire search system becomes non-functional.
A better solution to the problem of large-scale search is a distributed search architecture, which
is commonly used by commercial search engines such as Google or Microsoft’s Bing. Distributed
search is a divide and conquer approach which pools the resources of multiple machines and is
set up as follows.
First, the large data collection is randomly divided into many partitions, usually referred to as
shards. Shards are typically equal in size. The shards are then distributed equally to the commodity
computers so that each computer is only responsible for searching its assigned shard. When a user
issues a search query to the system, all shards of the data collection are searched in parallel by
the many machines. The results of each individual shard are then merged and returned to the
user. Figure 1a illustrates this process.
Distributed search has several advantages over a monolithic large computer set-up. By splitting
the large collection into small shards, cheap computers are able complete their part quickly and
greatly reduce the overall time it takes for the system to respond to the user. This enables the
search system to achieve the low latency expected by users. In addition, when a single machine
fails, most of the system still remains active and the failed component is easier to replace.
Distributed search is an effective architecture for large organizations that have access to many
machines. However, because it searches the entire collection for every query, it has a high total
computational cost.
Recently, researchers have begun exploring a new search architecture that significantly reduces
the computational cost of large-scale search: selective search [Kulkarni 2013]. Selective search is
similar to a traditional distributed search architecture in that a large collection is divided into
small shards and spread across multiple machines. However, it is distinguished from traditional
distributed search in a few major ways.

1
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Figure 1: Illustration of two different search architectures. Each box represents a machine and the cylinders represent parts of the search engine index (“shards”). The dark cylinders are shards that
are searched; traditional distributed search always searches all shards while selective search
searches only a few for a given query. Selective search also requires an additional resource selection database (grey hashing) in order to select the shards to search. Both architectures require
a merge step (triangle) that merges the partial result lists from the shards.

The Cluster Hypothesis [van Rijsbergen 1979] states that documents that are similar in content
tend to be relevant to the same kind of requests. Selective search uses this idea and partitions
the data collection such that documents about similar topics are grouped together. For example,
newspaper articles covering elections, forum pages dedicated to discussing politics, and web
pages of various politicians may be placed together in a single shard that represents the ‘politics’
topic. Similarly, topical shards may be formed for sports, fashion, etc. In prior research, this topical
grouping of the collection was achieved by the K-means clustering algorithm. Once created, these
shards are distributed to the available computers.
According to the Cluster Hypothesis, with the topical shards of selective search, it is likely
that the most relevant documents to a user’s request reside in a select few shards. Therefore,
in contrast to randomly-partitioned distributed search, not all shards are searched when a user
issues a query to a selective search system.
A selective search system uses a resource selection algorithm to identify these useful shards. A resource selection algorithm takes a user query and creates a ranked list of the shards it believes are
most useful. The selective search system then only searches the shards indicated by the resource
selection algorithm. The results of the shards are merged and returned to the user as traditional.
The entire pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1b.
A concern of searching only a few shards is the possibility that selective search may miss
documents that are relevant to the request and thus become less accurate than searching the entire
collection in an exhaustive fashion. However, it was found by Kulkarni [2013] that searching only
a very small percentage of shards was typically sufficient to achieve similar search accuracy to
searching the entire collection. This resulted in greatly reducing the computational cost of largescale search by more than 90%. Compared to a traditional distributed search architecture, selective
search is able to return results that are as accurate and as timely, with a fraction of the resources.
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1.1 contributions

Despite the advantages of selective search, the architecture has not yet seen wide acceptance in
the academic community or in industry. As a newly introduced architecture, there are important
questions about its performance characteristics in a practical setting. The first major concern is
whether the efficiency advantage of selective search over exhaustive will remain in a practical implementation with parallel query evaluation and in combination optimization methods. Secondly,
because prior work used one particular collection partition and experimental methodology, it is
unknown how accurate selective search is over different possible collection partitions and experimental conditions.
1.1

contributions

The purpose of this thesis to answer these outstanding concerns about selective search through
thorough analyses and to create novel solutions where the initial approach falls short. It aims to
bring selective search into wider acceptance by providing stronger assurances about its efficiency
and effectiveness and solutions to problems that may exist when implementing a practical system.
1.1.1

Performance in parallel processing

Initial work on selective search demonstrated the efficiency of the system in an environment
where search requests were processed one at a time, i.e. a new query would be processed by the
system only when the old is completed and the results returned to the user. However, in a multimachine selective search system, it is desirable to process search requests in parallel in order to
maximize the usage of available computational resources. Therefore, selective search efficiency in
parallel environments must also be considered.
A concern that arises from a system which handles parallel requests is a potential load imbalance
caused by the unequal popularity of shards. Because selective search shards are topically focused,
it is likely that some shards may be more popular than others. For example, a shard with a
sports focus may be selected more frequently than a shard about information retrieval research.
Difference in topic popularity can lead to an uneven computational load amongst the machines
hosting the shards and reduce system throughput. Note that randomly-partitioned distributed
search does not have this potential load balance problem because all shards are searched for
every query and due to the random distribution of documents to shards, each shard is expected
to do the same amount of work.
One contribution of this work is a software simulator which was used to conduct analyses
on different configurations of selective search, including the parallel processing environment described above. The simulator was tuned to model the behavior of selective search under many different hardware configurations. The simulator enabled the exploration of a wide range of system
configurations that would have otherwise been infeasible due to time and resource constraints. In
particular, it is flexible enough to model selective search architectures as well such as traditional
distributed search.
The simulator is a valuable tool for those seeking to evaluate or implement a selective search
system as their search architecture. Due to the parameterization of the simulation, a few quick
measurements of a computing environment can produce an immediate comparison between an
existing system and a selective search implementation. It also allows the implementor to prototype and evaluate variations of selective search configurations without the expense of creating
multiple real implementations.
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This proposal presents the results of the detailed analyses of the performance characteristic of
selective search under various configurations. Using the simulator and an improved experimental methodology, the efficiency improvements reported by prior work were validated under more
realistic conditions with some caveats. We found that selective search may need to search more
shards than previously reported in order to achieve accuracy equivalent to searching the entire
collection. Also, the experiments revealed that load imbalances are present in a naive implementation of selective search due to unequal shard popularity and the cost of resource selection, particularly for sample-based algorithms. However, these can be corrected by using training queries
to guide the layout of shards.
Further experiments showed that the result of the training queries are durable; the configuration performed efficiently even a month later. Additional experiments with different hardware
configurations indicated that selective search can be a competitive architecture even at a larger
scale with many machines. The results of this work asserted the efficiency of selective search over
traditional distributed search at both small and larger scales.
1.1.2

Performance with dynamic pruning

A criticism of prior work was that selective search may not retain its efficiency advantage over exhaustive search when used with common dynamic postings pruning algorithms. Kulkarni [2013]
briefly explored selective search in combination with the term-bounded max-score algorithm, but
a deeper investigation with other algorithms had not been accomplished.
Weighted AND (WAND) [Broder et al. 2003] is an low-level search optimization algorithm
that enables the system to avoid unnecessary evaluation of documents that would not be highlyranked in the final result list. By skipping reading and computing scores for these documents, the
cost of search is significantly reduced.
Because selective search skews the topical distribution of documents deliberately, it is unknown
whether techniques such as WAND will have increased or decreased effects when combined with
selective search. Selective search and WAND create efficiency gains by skipping the evaluation
of documents. It is possible that the documents which are not normally evaluated by selective
search are the very same documents that WAND would skip. In this scenario, there would be no
additive efficiency gain by using selective search if one already uses WAND in their system.
This work alleviates this concern by experimenting with a combination of selective search and
WAND. It was found that the effectiveness of WAND is enhanced on the top-ranking topic shards,
suggesting that grouping similar documents is helpful for WAND. Overall, selective search and
WAND were shown to be orthogonal optimization techniques creating independent gains, due
to the long posting lists generated by topic clustering; together they create better-than-additive
efficiency gains.
This work also experimented with sequential shard evaluation with WAND, where the selected
shards were searched one-at-a-time in sequence rather than searching them simultaneously in
parallel. By keep track of and passing on the internal evaluation state of WAND from one shard
to the next, the total documents evaluated were significantly decreased. This demonstrated the
possibility of using tiered retrieval to further decrease the computational cost of search.
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1.1 contributions

1.1.3

Variance of random processes

Selective search contains non-deterministic processes. In the implementation used by prior work,
there are up to three random decisions, two during shard formation and another during resource
selection. Prior work uses a sampled K-means algorithm to form the topic shards and randomly
samples the collection to form the smaller sub-collection and then randomly assigns the initial
cluster seeds. An additional source of non-determinism may be present in the resource selection step; sample-based algorithms such as Rank-S search a small, random sample of the total
collection.
In most prior work, accuracy and efficiency figures were reported for one instance of a collection
partition and one instance of a resource selection database. Due to the randomness involved, it
is possible that the performance of selective search was an outlier and a different instantiation
of selective search may perform differently. An in-depth exploration of the effects of the random
processes is necessary as it is unclear how each individual random decision affects the final
results.
This work investigates two major sources of variance in selective search: shard formation and
resource selection. One cause of variance was due to poor placement of relevant documents during the partitioning process. These critical documents were sometimes placed in shards that contained dissimilar documents. This suggests that better partitioning may reduce variance. When
comparing resource selection methods, Taily and Rank-S produced nearly equal variance despite
the fact that Rank-S contains an additional random step. When the variance in performances
were broken down in a query-by-query fashion, it was discovered that most of the variance of
the overall accuracy was the product of a few queries, typically containing rare terms, suggesting
that query type may have an impact on variance.
Overall, selective search was stable for most queries on precision-oriented metrics. However,
there was higher variance for a small number of rare queries and for recall-oriented metrics, and
improvements could be made, especially in the partitioning process.
1.1.4

Resource selection

The most commonly used resource selection algorithms for selective search can be broadly placed
into two categories: term-based algorithms such as Taily [Aly et al. 2013] or sample-based algorithms such as Rank-S [Kulkarni et al. 2012]. Term-based algorithms make their decisions based
on statistics gathered about each term in the collection and blend the evidence for individual
terms to answer multi-term queries. Sample-based algorithms make their decisions by searching
an index containing a small sample of the collection. Term-based algorithms are faster, but less
accurate than sample-based algorithms.
While prior work showed that selective search has comparable accuracy to exhaustive search,
it was based on a single collection partition of two data sets and the results were reported as
a single aggregated mean over four query sets. When a different partitioning and experimental
methodology was used, a more complete picture selective search emerged. By presenting the
results of the four query sets separately it was found that selective search performed well in a
some query sets and poorly in others. Averaging the results across all query sets masked this
issue. In the poorly performing query sets, resource selection was a major source of error in the
system.
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This finding motivated additional research into resource selection that is more accurate. While
experimenting with WAND for efficiency, it was found that the information used by WAND could
be used for reasonably effective shard ranking. Block-Max WAND [Dimopoulos et al. 2013], a
variant of the WAND algorithm, collects statistics in finer granularity than WAND to perform
dynamic postings pruning more efficiently. It was hypothesized that the additional information
collected could be used to produce an effective resource selection method.
When used for single-term queries and searching an equivalent number of shards to two stateof-the-art resource selection algorithms, it was found that the methods based on the block max
scores were comparable to exhaustive search with statistical significance, whereas prior state-ofthe-art methods were not. Furthermore, it was possible to produce a set of shards that would
produce a result set identical to exhaustive search that was close to the size of an oracle-derived
set.
This work suggests that it is feasible to produce a good shard ranking from the statistics collected by Block-Max WAND and furthermore creates the possibility of creating a stable variant
of selective search which closely reproduces the results of exhaustive search.
1.2

future work

This thesis proposal has shown that under certain conditions, selective search accuracy needs
improvement in order to be comparable to exhaustive search. As reliable, high accuracy is critical
to acceptance of selective search, future dissertation research will focus on improving the accuracy
of the system through three planned research directions.
1.2.1

Revisiting resource selection

Resource selection is a major source of errors in selective search and this proposal has shown that
there is room for improvement. In addition, currently the tuning between speed and accuracy
in resource selection algorithms is difficult. While sample-based algorithms can more accurate
for longer queries, they are much slower than term-based algorithms and there is not a middle
ground between the two.
Initial research with Block-Max WAND produced a feature which could be used to create a
shard ranking that was comparable to exhaustive search for single term queries. The research
also produced a set of features that estimated term co-occurrence. Individually, these features
had short-comings; the first feature did not work well for multi-term queries and the latter set
of features were weaker overall. However, because they encapsulate aspects of shard relevance
that are different from each other and from traditional text-based similarity features (i.e. TF, IDF)
they can be combined to train a classifier to rank with better accuracy. Furthermore, some of the
features can be used at varying levels of granularity, which may produce a method that can be
tuned to a desired level of accuracy and efficiency.
1.2.2

Stable retrieval

Selective search is a lossy optimization method, where efficiency is gained at the cost of less
certain accuracy. However, the research contributions in this thesis suggest that it is possible to
predict a subset a shards that would reproduce the result of exhaustive search to a desired rank.
Furthermore, if the selected shards are searched in one after another in sequence, significant effi-
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ciency gains in total computational costs are possible by passing on the intermediate calculation
values of the WAND algorithm to subsequent shards.
This opens up the possibility of using selective search to search the best shards in waves or tiers
until a stable retrieval result is achieved and exhaustive search is replicated, while still reducing
computational costs. There would be an increase in latency, but this would be useful for batch
processing tasks such as text mining operations which only care about throughput. Additionally,
with stable retrieval, selective search will be able to better support recall-based use cases which
heavily penalize missing documents.
1.2.3

Shard-specific search and result merging

Currently, shard search is a uniform process across different shards; all shards use the same
models and same global term dictionary for their search. This method of search produces scores
that are comparable across different shards and therefore simplifies the result merging step after
shard search is finished. However, this also prevents shard-specific specialization of search. Recent
research suggests that query expansion techniques such as word embeddings perform better
when trained with local vocabulary as opposed to the global vocabulary [Diaz et al. 2016]. A
more intelligent merging algorithm would allow for such customizations and enable methods
that could improve the accuracy of the overall selective search system.
1.2.4

Wider impact

The above experiments when complete will increase confidence in selective search as an effective
search architecture and support a broader range of use-cases. The low computational cost of largescale search delivered by selective search promotes not only information retrieval research, but
also other research fields that often use search as a basic step in a more complex task, such as
text mining and question answering tasks. Larger organizations can benefit from using selective
search as a cost and energy saving measure.
1.3

organization

This proposal presents the results of research done to answer the above questions on selective
search efficiency and outlines further research to be done on selective search. Chapter 2 outlines
prior related work. Chapter 3 presents the research results on load balancing issues of selective
search. Chapter 5 presents an exploration of the random decisions in selective search and their
effect. Chapter 4 investigates the interactions between selective search and WAND optimization
techniques. Chapter 6 explores the possibility of using statistics collected by Block-Max WAND
to perform resource selection. Chapter 7 concludes and outlines work to be done to complete the
dissertation.
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Selective search draws from prior work in a broad range of research areas including cluster-based
retrieval, traditional distributed search, and federated search research.
2.1

traditional distributed search

Usually large-scale search engines have a distributed architecture in which the document collection is partitioned, and each partition is assigned to a distinct machine. A collection may be
partitioned by terms or by documents. In term-based index partitioning, each partial index is responsible for a non-overlapping subset of the terms in the vocabulary [Moffat et al. 2006; Lucchese
et al. 2007; Zhang and Suel 2007; Cambazoglu et al. 2013]. When the collection is searched, only
indexes that contain the query terms are searched. Because queries are typically short, only a
few of the term indexes are required for each query, allowing multiple queries to be evaluated in
parallel. This style of index has largely fallen out of favor because it is prone to load imbalances
[Moffat et al. 2007]. Cambazoglu et al. [2013] provide more details of term-based partitioning
approaches.
In document-based partitioning, each partial index is responsible for a non-overlapping subset of
the documents in the collection. There are two major approaches to creating the document subsets: tiering and sharding. Tiering creates partitions that have different priorities. Search begins at
the top tier, and progresses to lower tiers only if necessary [Risvik et al. 2003; Baeza-Yates et al.
2009b; Cambazoglu et al. 2010; Brefeld et al. 2011]. Tiers can be defined based on document characteristics such as geographic location, popularity, or assessed quality. The alternative approach,
sharding, creates partitions that have the same priority and are searched in parallel [Cahoon et al.
2000; Puppin et al. 2006; Badue et al. 2007]. Documents are usually assigned to shards by source,
randomly, or in a round-robin approach. However, assignment can also be based on document
characteristics.
Tiering and sharding are complementary methods that can be combined. For example, the
corpus might be divided into tiers based on document popularity or authority, and then each
tier divided into shards, with the shards distributed across a cluster of computers [Orlando et al.
2001; Barroso et al. 2003; Baeza-Yates et al. 2007, 2009a; Brefeld et al. 2011; Francès et al. 2014].
A range of work has explored the efficiency of sharded search systems, covering topics including reducing the communications and merging costs when large numbers of shards are searched
[Cacheda et al. 2007b]; load balancing in mirrored systems [Macdonald et al. 2012; Freire et al.
2013]; query shedding under high load to improve overall throughput [Broccolo et al. 2013]; and
query pruning to improve efficiency [Tonellotto et al. 2013]. Other work focuses on addressing
the load imbalances that arise when term-based indexes are used and selective replication of
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frequently-accessed elements [Moffat et al. 2006, 2007]. A common theme is that when a tier is
searched, all of its shards are searched, that is, an exhaustive search strategy is employed.
2.2

cluster-based retrieval

Selective search is a type of cluster-based retrieval architecture [Croft 1980; Voorhees 1985; Griffiths
et al. 1986; Willett 1988]. Cluster-based retrieval systems organize the corpus into hierarchical or
flat clusters during indexing. When a query is received, clusters are selected by traversing the
hierarchy or comparing the query to cluster centroids to identify the most similar cluster. Smallscale systems may return all of the documents in selected clusters; larger-scale systems rank
documents in the selected clusters and return just the highest-scoring documents.
Classic cluster-based retrieval systems produce many small clusters. For example, Can et al.
[2004] used 1,640 clusters that each contained an average of 128 documents. When clusters are
small, many must be selected to maintain acceptable accuracy. Can et al. [2004] searched 10%
of the best-matching clusters (164 clusters), a heuristic threshold that was also used in earlier
investigations. Similary, Croft [1980] used over 400 clusters for 1400 documents.
Selective search systems produce and search a smaller number of large clusters. For example,
Kulkarni [2013] and Aly et al. [2013] used clusters that contained approximately 500,000 documents, and queries typically searched 3-5 clusters.
Classic cluster-based retrieval systems also used a single index to store the entire corpus. Efficiency improvements are obtained by storing cluster membership information in inverted list
data structures and grouping postings by cluster membership so that large portions of an inverted
list may be skipped during query processing [Can et al. 2004; Altingovde et al. 2008]. This architecture must bear the I/O costs of reading complete inverted lists, and the computational costs
of processing them (albeit, efficiently). Can et al. [2004] note that storing each cluster in its own
index would reduce computational costs, but incur prohibitive I/O costs (primarily disk seeks)
due to the large number of clusters selected. The selective search architecture stores each cluster
in its own index, but avoids the I/O costs by selecting a very small number of clusters for each
query.
There are other differences between classic cluster-based retrieval and selective search. For
example, selective search uses more sophisticated methods of determining which clusters match
each query. Kulkarni and Callan [2015] provide a detailed description of cluster-based retrieval
and its relationship to selective search.
2.3

federated search

Sharded indexes and their search engines are a special case of federated search systems. Typically
federated search systems integrate multiple types of search engines (for example, vertical search
engines) or search engines controlled by different organizations into a single service [Shokouhi
and Si 2011]. Normally the goal of federation is to send queries to as few of the underlying search
services as possible, so a resource selection algorithm is used. Three types of resource selection
have been proposed: term-based, sample-based, and classification-based algorithms.
Term-based algorithms treat each search service as a bag of words. Common document ranking
algorithms can be adapted to the task of ranking resources or services; GlOSS [Gravano et al.
1999], CORI [Callan 2000], and the query likelihood model [Si and Callan 2004a] are examples
of this approach. Algorithms developed specifically for resource ranking usually model the dis-
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tribution of vocabulary across search services [Yuwono and Lee 1997; Hawking and Thistlewaite
1999; Aly et al. 2013]. Term-based algorithms typically only support bag-of-words queries, but a
few also support corpus-level or cluster-level preferences, or Boolean constraints [Gravano et al.
1999; Xu and Croft 1999; Callan 2000; Liu and Croft 2004].
Sample-based algorithms represent each search service using a sample of its contents. Samples
from all services are combined into a centralized sample index, or CSI. When a query is received,
the CSI is searched, and each top-ranked document found in the CSI is treated as a vote for the
resource from which it was sampled. Many different methods for weighting votes from different
resources have been described [Si and Callan 2003, 2004b, 2005; Shokouhi 2007; Paltoglou et al.
2008; Thomas and Shokouhi 2009; Kulkarni et al. 2012].
Classification-based algorithms represent each search service using a model learned from training data. The features used might include the presence of specific words, the scores of term-based
and sample-based algorithms, and the similarity of the query to a resource-specific query log [Arguello et al. 2009; Kang et al. 2012].
During most of the last decade, sample-based algorithms have been regarded as being a little more effective than term-based algorithms [Shokouhi and Si 2011]; however, recently Aly, et
al. [2013] argued that Taily, a new term-based algorithm, is more effective than the best samplebased algorithms. Term-based and sample-based algorithms are effective when the search engines
are mostly homogeneous. Both types of algorithm are unsupervised, meaning that training data is
not required. Supervised classification-based algorithms can be more effective than unsupervised
methods; however, their main advantage is their ability to select among heterogeneous resources
(for example, “vertical” search engines), and exploit a wide range of evidence. Resource selection
algorithms have also been applied to a variety of other tasks, including blog search and desktop
search [Seo and Croft 2008; Elsas et al. 2008; Kim and Croft 2010].
The two primary resource selection algorithms used with selective search are Taily and RankS. In Rank-S, a sample-based algorithm, the query is used to rank documents in the centralized
sample index (CSI). Document scores are decayed exponentially and then treated as votes for the
shards the documents were sampled from [Kulkarni et al. 2012]. The exponentially-decayed vote
of a document for its parent resource is computed as:
Vote(d) = ScoreCSI (d) × base−RankCSI (d)
where ScoreCSI (d)and RankCSI (d) are the document score and rank obtained by searching the
CSI; and base is a configurable parameter. The scores of the documents naturally converge to
zero due to the decay. All resources that have a total score above 0.0001 are selected.
Taily, a term-based algorithm, assumes that the distribution of document scores for a single
query term is approximated by a Gamma distribution. It has two parameters, nc and v, where nc
is intuitively the depth of the final ranked list desired, and v is the number of documents in the
top nc that a resource must be estimated as contributing in order to be selected. Term scores are
calculated from simple corpus statistics and fitted to a Gamma distribution for each [shard, term]
pair. Taily’s resource selection database stores, for each term t, kti and θti , the two parameters of
a Gamma distribution describing the term’s score distribution for each resource i. At query time,
the cumulative distribution function of the Gamma distribution is used to estimate the number
of documents from each resource that will have a score above a threshold derived from nc . Each
resource that provides v or more documents is selected [Aly et al. 2013]. When a query is received,
Taily looks up two floating point numbers for each index shard per query term, whereas Rank-S
must retrieve an inverted list for each query term. Taily’s computational costs are linear in the
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number of index shards |S|, and nearly identical for each query of length |q|. The computational
costs for Rank-S vary depending on the size of the CSI and the document frequency (df) of each
query term in the CSI. The Rank-S approach is more efficient only when dft < |S| for query term
t. For most applications Taily is substantially more economical than Rank-S [Aly et al. 2013].
2.4

selective search

Selective search combines ideas from conventional distributed search and federated search architectures [Kulkarni and Callan 2010a,b; Kulkarni 2013; Kulkarni and Callan 2015]. The corpus is
divided into topic-based shards and these are distributed across the processing resources. When a
query arrives, a resource selection algorithm identifies a subset of shards that are judged likely
to contain most of the relevant documents. The selected shards are then searched in parallel, and
their answer lists merged to form an overall answer. The key argument in favor of this approach
is that if only a few shards are searched for each query, each machine can service query traffic for
multiple shards, with a direct consequential reduction in processing cost compared to searching
all of the shards for every query.
Previous studies showed that selective search accuracy is comparable to a typical distributed
search architecture, but its efficiency is better [Kulkarni and Callan 2010a,b; Aly et al. 2013; Kulkarni 2013; Kulkarni and Callan 2015]. Selective search accuracy has been measured by scoring its
result list using queries with relevance judgements and comparing these scores against exhaustive
search baseline scores. Standard information retrieval metrics are used, such as Precision, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and Mean Average Precision (MAP). Measured
at lower ranks such as 10 or 30 (typically abbreviated as P@10, NDCG@30 etc.) the metrics measure precision. At deeper ranks (i.e. NDCG@100, MAP@500 etc.), the metrics are recall-oriented.
Because selective search only searches and returns a small portion of the index, it is expected
to perform better in precision-based metrics than recall-oriented metrics. Studies of its efficiency
determined computational cost by counting the number of postings processed [Aly et al. 2013;
Kulkarni and Callan 2015], or by measuring execution time on proof-of-concept implementations
[Kulkarni 2013].
Measurements were done on systems that were deployed on just one or two multi-core machines and processed queries sequentially (that is, just a single query active at any time). It is an
open question whether selective search architectures are prone to bottlenecks or load imbalances,
especially when deployed across a larger number of machines.
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Previous investigations argued that selective search is substantially more efficient than a typical
distributed search architecture based on the number of postings processed when evaluating a
single query stream [Kulkarni 2013; Kulkarni and Callan 2010a; Kulkarni et al. 2012]. While
this metric is suitable for comparing the work done between different architectures, it does not
consider how work is divided across processors, or how to compare multiple query streams being
evaluated in parallel. The traditional distributed search architecture using a random assignment
of documents to shards tends to spread the workload evenly across processors, and is relatively
immune to bottlenecks. In contrast, a selective search architecture, which deliberately concentrates
similar documents into a few index shards, might be more prone to uneven workloads, and hence
risk leaving processing resources idle. Selective search might also be more sensitive to tuning
parameters.
This chapter1 uses an event-based simulator to investigate the efficiency of the selective search
architecture. A simulator makes it possible to investigate a wider range of machine configurations
than would be practical in a live system. Our simulator was tuned to provide realistic measurements of query waiting times, query processing costs, query latency, system throughput, and
hardware utilization under a parallel query processing environment representative of a practical
real-world implementation (Section 3.2). Our investigation also extends prior work by defining a
more realistic experimental methodology for studying efficiency that uses more similarly sized index shards, employs long query streams extracted from web search logs, and varies query arrival
rates in order to better measure the trade-off between query latency and query throughput (Section 3.3). In particular, we present a detailed study of the computational costs, load distribution,
and throughput of selective search in order to address four specific research questions:
RQ 1 Is selective search more efficient than exhaustive search in a parallel query processing environment?
(Section 3.4.1)
RQ 2 How does the choice of resource selection algorithm affect throughput and load distribution in selective search, and how can any imbalances originating from resource selection be overcome?(Section 3.4.2)
RQ 3 How do different methods of allocating shards to machines affect throughput and load distribution
across machines? (Section 3.4.3)
RQ 4 Does selective search scale efficiently when adding more machines and/or shard replicas? (Section 3.4.4)
1 This is a lightly-revised version of an unpublished paper titled Efficient Distributed Selective Search authored by Yubin
Kim (Carnegie Mellon University), Jamie Callan (Carnegie Mellon University), J. Shane Culpepper (RMIT University),
and Alistair Moffat (The University of Melbourne) and also Kim et al. [2016a].
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Our experiments address many of the questions that have arisen in connection with the efficiency and load balancing characteristics of selective search, to both broaden and deepen our
understanding of this retrieval architecture.
3.1

related work

In search and distributed systems, simulations are commonly used to evaluate the efficacy of
new methods and diagnose problems because acquiring, configuring, and producing repeatable
experiments with a variety of real hardware configurations and system variables is expensive and
time-consuming [Webber and Moffat 2005].
Tomasic and García-Molina [1993] used a simulation to compare the performance of different
physical organizations for inverted lists and evaluated the impact of various system variables on
the optimal strategy. In particular they found the access time of the storage device and interprocessor communication bandwidth had a strong impact on the optimal layout.
Simulations are particularly popular in evaluating distributed systems. Cahoon et al. [2000] and
Cacheda et al. [2004, 2007a,b] used simulations to evaluate distributed search system architectures
and identify system bottlenecks. A range of system parameters were used and based on these
experiments, they recommend an ideal architecture. Cacheda et al. [2004] placed a stronger focus
on searching large text collections and Cacheda et al. [2007b] focused on a more detailed and
accurate simulation of network models and outlined improvements to distributed search that can
be made to reduce network bottlenecks. Our network implementation follows this detailed model.
[Cacheda et al. 2007a] compared clustered and replicated distributed search architectures.
Simulated systems and workloads have been used to judge query scheduling and evaluation
schemes as well [Freire et al. 2013; Moffat et al. 2006].
Badue et al. [2007] explores some of the limitations of these previous works, which assume that
homogeneous servers have balanced execution times. They found that even when documents are
randomly distributed, load imbalances occur due to differences in caching behavior in the shard
servers that process queries, which is further exacerbated by any differences in main memory
size. This work is particularly relevant to selective search, which may have an even stronger load
imbalance due to the topically focused shards.
We found that even with a balanced distribution of the document collection among index
servers, correlations between the frequency of a term in the query log and the size of its corresponding inverted list lead to imbalances in query execution times at these same servers, because
these correlations affect disk caching behavior. Further, the relative sizes of the main memory
at each server (with regard to disk space usage) and the number of servers participating in the
parallel query processing also affect imbalance of local query execution times.
3.2

simulation model

A simulator was developed based on DESMO-J, a discrete event simulation modeling framework
[DESMO-J]. The simulator has the benefit of allowing us to quickly investigate a range of hardware configurations, and provides precise estimates of a broad suite of performance indicators.
The implementation models a selective search system that incorporates a cluster of multi-core
machines, and mimics parallel query execution across those machines. Figure 2 describes the
computational model embedded in the simulator and Table 1 lists the quantities that are manipulated.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the selective distributed search system. The i’th of the M machines has ci cores,
each of which can be used for resource selection and result merging, or for shard search across
any of the pi shards allocated to this machine. Only a defined subset of the machines are able to
perform resource selection.

The hardware is assumed to consist of M machines, with the i’th of those, machine mi , providing ci CPU cores (ci = 8 throughout the chapter). Machines may be configured to act as a broker,
or as a searcher, or may be configured to handle both roles.
A broker machine holds a copy of the resource selection database and performs two tasks:
resource selection, and result merging. For resource selection, the machine has access to a shared
central query queue, from which it extracts incoming queries, determines which shards need to be
searched, and then assigns shard search tasks to other machines. Each broker machine also has a
job queue for pending result merge processes. This queue contains results returned by the searcher
machines, now waiting to be merged to produce a final result list for some query.
A machine mi is a searcher if it is allocated pi > 0 selective search shards. A searcher also has
a job queue that holds shard search requests pertinent to the shards hosted on that machine. Each
of the available cores on the machine can access any of the shards assigned to the machine, and
hence can respond to any request in that machine’s search queue. When a search job is finished,
the result is returned to the result merge queue of the originating broker. The assignment of shards
and copies of the resource selection database to machines is assumed to be fixed at indexing time,
and machines cannot access shards that are not hosted locally. A key factor for success is thus the
manner in which the P shards are partitioned across the M machines.
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.

M

Number of machines; mi is the i’th of these.

ci
C

Number of cores on mi ; the default is ci = 8.
P
Total number of cores, M
i=1 ci .

pi

Number of shards assigned to mi .

P

Total number of shards. When each shard is assigned to just one machine,
P
P= M
i=1 pi .

B

Number of broker machines.

S

Number of searcher machines.

T

Query arrival rate described by an exponential distribution with mean 1/λ, T = λ.

ts

Seek plus latency access time, milliseconds per postings list, ts = 4 throughout.

tp

Processing cost, milliseconds per posting, tp = 9 × 10−4 throughout.

tm

Merging cost, milliseconds per item, tm = 5 × 10−5 throughout.

Algorithm 1 describes the sequence of actions that take place in each of the machines. First, if
the machine is a broker, the local result merge queue is checked for queries for which all shard
searches have been completed, and merged output lists are generated if any queries can now be
finalized. Otherwise, if the machine is a searcher, the local shard search queue is checked to see if
there are any shard searches pending; if so, the next one is extracted and actioned, and the results
directed to the merge queue for the machine that acted as broker for that query, which might be
the same machine. A shard search process on machine mi can search any shard assigned to that
machine.
If neither of these two activities are required, and if the machine is a broker, the next query (if
one exists) is taken from the central query queue and resource selection carried out. The result
of resource selection is a list of shards to be searched in order to resolve the query; that list is
mapped to a set of machine identifiers, and the query q is added to the shard search queues
for those machines. The processing order for these operations prioritizes query completion over
query initiation. This minimizes the processing time for each query, and ensures that no query
has an infinite wait time.
In the simulation, queries are assumed to arrive at the central queue at random intervals determined by an exponential distribution governed by a mean query arrival rate T . The number
of machines permitted to host broker processes may be less than M, the total number of machines, but is always at least one. Query processing costs at the shards are computed based on
the number of postings processed from the shard index, plus an overhead cost to account for
initial latency for a disk seek. A postings list of ` postings is thus presumed to require ts + ` · tp
milliseconds, where ts = 4 milliseconds [Shimpi], and tp = 9 × 10−4 milliseconds per posting.
The processing rate – around a million postings per second – is based on measurement of the
cost of handling posting lists in the open source Indri search engine [The Lemur Project] on a
machine with a 2.44 GHz CPU, and encompasses I/O costs as well as similarity calculation costs.
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Algorithm 1 – Processing loop for each core on machine mi .
while forever do
if isBroker(mi ) and |mergequeuei | > 0 and all shard responses have been received for q then
remove those responses from mergequeuei
finalize the output for query q and construct a document ranking
else if isSearcher(mi ) and |searchqueuei | > 0 then
remove a query request (q, p, b) from searchqueuei
perform a shard search for query q against shard p
append the results of the search to mergequeueb
else if isBroker(mi ) and |centralqueue| > 0 then
remove a query q from centralqueue
perform resource selection for q
for each partition p to be searched for q do
determine the machine mh that is host for p
append (q, p, i) as a search request to searchqueueh
endwhile
In the case of in-memory execution, ts can be set to zero. The parameter ts can also be used
to selectively emulate caching of postings lists. For simplicity, we assume all postings are cold
cached in the experiments presented in this chapter.
Resource selection costs differ according to the approach used. For sample-based algorithms
such as ReDDE or Rank-S, the cost is dominated by the need to process postings from the central
sample index (CSI). For these approaches, the same computational model is used as for shard
search, and a cost of ts + ` · tp milliseconds is assumed for a postings list of length `. On the
other hand, term-based algorithms such as Taily process statistics from each shard that contains
a query term. The cost for term-based approaches is thus equivalent to processing a posting list
of length equal to the number of shards that contain the query term, which is always less than or
equal to P, the number of shards.
Result merging may require network transfer if the results are returned to a broker that is not
located within the same machine as the shard.
This requires transferring of up to k hdoc-id, scorei results returned from each shard searched,
where k is either fixed on a system-wide basis, or is determined as part of the resource selection
step. Network messages are also generated when brokers request searches for shards that are not
stored within the same machine. To ensure that the simulation was accurate, the cost of network
communication over a Gigabit switched network was modeled as described by Cacheda et al.
[2007b]. The cost of merging was measured on the same 2.44 GHz machine, and an allocation of
tm = 5 × 10−5 milliseconds per document was found to be appropriate.
The system is configured to return the top 1,000 documents to support applications such as
learning to rank algorithms, text-mining applications, and TREC evaluations that need deeper
rankings. Cacheda et al. [2007b] showed that when shards are formed randomly, only a small
number of documents need to be returned from each shard for the true top-k documents to be
returned with a high probability. Therefore, in the exhaustive search system used as a baseline,
each shard only returns the number of documents that results in a 10−5 probability of missing a
result in the top 1,000. This equates to returning 102 documents per shard for a 16 shard configuration and 19 documents per shard for 512 shards. The assumption that documents are distributed
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randomly across shards does not apply to the topical indexes used by selective search; clustering
concentrates similar documents in a small number of shards. Thus, Cacheda’s technique cannot be
used with selective search and each selective search shard returns 1,000 documents. Since the exhaustive search baseline accesses all shards, whereas selective search typically accesses 3-5 shards,
the total number of documents that must be merged by the two architectures is roughly comparable. In our experiments, the total number of documents merged by the two architectures usually
varied between 1,600 and 9,700, depending upon the number of machines (exhaustive search)
and query (selective search). Generally, exhaustive search merges fewer documents than selective
search in configurations with fewer machines (and random shards), and more documents than
selective search in configurations with more machines (and random shards).
Overall, the simulator takes as input a list of queries, the resource selection cost for each query,
the shards to be searched for the query, and the search cost for each shard. The cost is described
by the total length of the posting lists retrieved for all query terms for the specified shard or
resource selection method. The simulator then converts these posting list costs into “simulator
milliseconds”. The simulator calculates the overall elapsed time required to process each query
as the difference between the arrival time of that query in the central queue, and the moment at
which all processing of that query is completed. This cost includes time spent waiting in queues,
network delays, and computation time. The median end-to-end elapsed query processing time
is used as the primary measure of query latency, but we also show the latency distributions in
some key cases. The principal control variable in the simulator is the query arrival rate, which
determines the load in the system, and hence the extent to which query response times are
affected by queuing delays.
The simulator also tracks the load on each simulated machine. The load is measured by the
utilization of the simulated cores, as a time-weighted fraction of available capacity that is utilized
for query computation. The output of this measurement was used to evaluate the evenness of
load across the simulated machines.
3.3

experimental methodology

The simulator was used for a detailed evaluation of selective search schemes, applying them to
two large experimental collections. This section describes the data resources employed, including
a revised partitioning scheme for the experimental collections that constructs more similarly-sized
partitions, and gives details of the effectiveness baselines we compare against.
3.3.1

Document Collections

Two web datasets, ClueWeb09 Category A English (abbreviated to CW09-A) and Gov2 were used
in the experimentation. These are large collections, covering more than 500 million and 25 million
web pages respectively. The selective search configurations applied to them are derived from the
shard definitions for CW09-A and Gov2 generated as part of the investigation carried out by
Kulkarni [2013]. Those investigations established the validity of the selective search approach,
and explored clustering techniques and resource selection processes in order to determine how
to achieve search effectiveness comparable to exhaustive search.
One issue with the CW09-A shard map produced by Kulkarni is that the shard sizes can vary.
Figure 3 plots the distribution of shard sizes, and shows that the largest one is 12 times the average size. This imbalance is problematic for two reasons. Firstly, there is a significant correlation
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Figure 3: Sizes of shards used in experiments reported by Kulkarni [2013].
Table 2: Datasets and shards used in the experiments, with “M” standing for million, “B” standing for
billion, and document lengths measured in words.

Dataset
Gov2
CW09-A

# of

# of

vocabulary

average document

# of

documents

words

size

length

shards

25M

24B

39M

949

50

504M

381B

1,226M

757

884

between the size of the shard and the frequency at which it is selected for querying (Pearson’s
correlation of 0.5). That is, the larger the shard, the more likely it is to be selected for querying.
Secondly, when they do get selected, large shards typically take longer to process queries, because
of their size. In combination, these two effects produce an imbalance in computation load which
is not present in the Gov2 shards.
To address the imbalance of shard sizes in CW09-A, the largest shards in the original shard
partitioning of Kulkarni were divided; large shards were split via a random assignment when the
resulting sub-shards would be closer to the average shard size (by number of documents) than
the complete shard. A total of 51 shards were split into two or more smaller shards, resulting in
an increase of 77 shards, for a total of 884. Other statistics for the two datasets are listed in Table 2.
3.3.2

Resource Selection Parameter Settings

Two resource selection mechanisms are used in our experiments: Rank-S [Kulkarni et al. 2012]
and Taily [Aly et al. 2013]. Both methods require that values be set for two system parameters.
For Rank-S the two key parameters are the size of the sample for the centralized index (the CSI),
and the quantity base used for the exponential discounting. Taily also requires two parameters to
be specified: n, conceptually the depth of the result list used for estimating relevant document
counts and v, the score cut-off. The parameters used in our experiments are as suggested by Aly
et al. [2013] and Kulkarni [2013], and are summarized in Table 3.
Table 4 and Table 5 list the overall effectiveness of selective search using the default parameters,
using queries that span multiple years of the TREC Terabyte and Web Tracks. We use Precision at
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Table 3: Resource selection parameter settings, based on TREC Terabyte Track and TREC Web Track queries
for which relevance judgments are available, as developed by Kulkarni et al. [2012] and Aly et al.
[2013]. Those investigations used a variety of CSI sizes for Gov2, ranging from 0.5% to 4%. We used
1%, for consistency with CW09-A. The table also presents the average number of shards (using the
shard assignments listed in Table 2) selected by the parameter settings.

Dataset

Selection algorithm Parameters

Gov2

Taily

n = 400, v = 50

3.0

Rank-S

CSI = 1%, base = 3

4.7

n = 400, v = 50

3.3

CSI = 1%, base = 5

4.2

CW09-A Taily
Rank-S

Average shards searched

Table 4: Effectiveness of selective search using various resource selection algorithms on the Gov2 dataset.
The “Oracle” shard ranking assumes that the most useful four shards are identified and searched
for each query.

Terabyte Track 2004

Terabye Track 2005

Terabyte Track 2006

P@10

NDCG@30

P@10

NDCG@30

P@10

NDCG@30

Baseline

0.56

0.43

0.62

0.49

0.57

0.48

Rank-S

0.57

0.42

0.59

0.45

0.54

0.44

Taily

0.51

0.37

0.48

0.35

0.50

0.42

Oracle

0.64

0.47

0.64

0.51

0.61

0.51

Algorithm

rank 10 (P@10) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at rank 30 (NDCG@30) to measure
the effectiveness of the systems, which makes these results comparable to prior work [Aly et al.
2013; Kulkarni et al. 2012]. These metrics are precision-oriented, that is, they place importance in
the top of the ranked result list.
Note that the effectiveness results are independent of the number of machines and how shards
are assigned to machines. Once the assignment of documents to shards has been completed, and
the resource selection parameters determined, selective search generates the same final ranked
list regardless of the number of machines or shard allocations.
That fact means that these effectiveness results apply uniformly to all of the efficiency experiments we report. The baseline scores reported for exhaustive search were generated using
structured queries and the sequential dependency model (SDM) [Metzler and Croft 2005], removing spam documents from the final result using the Waterloo Fusion spam scores [Cormack et al.
2011] at a threshold of 50%. The selective search runs use a similar set-up whenever possible; for
Rank-S, the CSI was searched using SDM queries. For both Taily and Rank-S, the selected shards
were searched using SDM queries and the result list was filtered for spam. These arrangements
provide a more effective baseline than that used by Kulkarni [2013], and one that is comparable
to the baseline used by Aly et al. [2013], producing the strongest possible baseline run.
In addition to the 2009 and 2010 Web Track queries used in previous investigations, our experiments include query sets from the 2011 and 2012 Web Tracks. Results for query sets are reported
separately rather than averaging across query sets, in order to distinguish the effects of differ-
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Table 5: Effectiveness of selective search using various resource selection algorithms on the CW09-A dataset.
The “Oracle” shard ranking assumes that the most useful four shards are identified and searched
for each query.

Algorithm

Web Track 2009

Web Track 2010

Web Track 2011

Web Track 2012

P@10 NDCG@30

P@10 NDCG@30

P@10 NDCG@30

P@10 NDCG@30

Baseline

0.30

0.21

0.27

0.19

0.36

0.28

0.27

0.15

Rank-S

0.28

0.19

0.32

0.20

0.30

0.21

0.25

0.14

Taily

0.28

0.18

0.31

0.20

0.24

0.16

0.23

0.13

Oracle

0.37

0.25

0.45

0.32

0.42

0.35

0.33

0.20

ent tasks on selective search. Notable in these results is that selective search is not always as
competitive as previously reported, particularly for the CW09-A dataset.
In the results reported by Kulkarni [2013] and by Aly et al. [2013], effectiveness was averaged
across the 2009 and 2010 Web Track query sets. However, the two query sets have different characteristics. The 2010 queries tend to be more difficult, resulting in lower effectiveness from the
exhaustive search baseline. The exhaustive search system had difficulty separating relevant documents from similar-looking non-relevant documents. However, selective search was less affected
because clustering assigned these documents to different shards, and then resource selection ignored the shards that contained the similar-looking non-relevant documents. Thus, as observed
by Powell et al. [2000], a partitioned index and good resource selection became more effective
than exhaustive search. When the 2010 results are averaged with the 2009 results, the weaker
2009 results are masked, and it appears as if selective and exhaustive search have comparable performance. While the accuracy results are reported with our modified shard maps, these results
hold when using the original shard map with very little difference in accuracy.
The effectiveness results reported in Table 4 and Table 5 suggest that the parameters used
for Taily and Rank-S might not be optimal. To address that concern, we performed a parameter
sweep to check for better settings, but were unable to identify parameters that both yielded
accuracy comparable to exhaustive search and also searched a moderate number of shards. We
also experimented with a clairvoyant “oracle” shard ranking, in which the four shards containing
the greatest number of relevant documents were always presumed to always be selected. Those
hypothetical results are shown in the final row of Table 4 and Table 5. The marked gap between
the attained effectiveness and the goal set by the oracle system indicates that the accuracy of
selective search is a function of the resource selection process, and makes it clear that further
algorithmic improvements may be possible. This subject is later explored in Chapter 6. We use the
configurations reported in Table 3, and in the remainder of this chapter focus solely on efficiency.
3.3.3

Query Streams

A key contribution of this work is the measurement of the performance of selective search under
realistic query loads, and determination of the point at which each configuration saturates. For
these experiments a much larger query log is needed than the Web Track and Terabyte Track
query sets used in the effectiveness study. The experiments that are the main focus of this chapter
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Table 6: Sizes of the query logs, in thousands. The “Train” column indicates training queries used to set parameters. The “Test” column indicates testing queries used for reporting results. Columns “TestW ”
and “TestM ” indicate queries that were sampled starting one week and one month after the Train
queries, respectively. Those two query streams are used in Section 3.4.3.

Dataset

Log

Train

Test

TestW

TestM

Gov2

AOLG

1K

10K

10K

10K

Gov2

MQTG

1K

10K

CW09-A

AOLW

1K

10K

10K

10K

CW09-A

MQTW

1K

10K

make use of the AOL query log2 and the TREC Million Query Track query set [Carterette et al.
2009]. These query logs are from a different timespan than the collections, but the queries are
only used to measure efficiency, not effectiveness, and the small discrepancy in their temporal
coverage is not a concern.
In order to simulate a live query stream, the AOL log was sorted by timestamp, and deduplicated to only contain unique queries. Deduplication is performed because a production system
would serve repeated queries from a cache, and most queries would be seen only once by the
search engine. For CW09-A, the first 1,000 queries from the log were then used as training data
to set configuration parameters such as B, the number of brokers (Section 3.4.2), and assignments
of shards to machines (Section 3.4.3). The next 10,000 queries were used for testing. Together, the
queries cover a time period of 2006-03-01 00:01:03 to 2006-03-01 01:31:45. For Gov2, the timestampsorted AOL query stream is also filtered to form a query stream where there is at least one .govdomain result click recorded for each query. The first 1,000 queries were again used as training
data, and the next 10,000 queries used for testing, covering the time period 2006-03-01 00:01:08
to 2006-03-01 20:09:09. Two further test query sets were also extracted from the AOL log: 10,000
queries starting from 2006-03-08, one week after the main query stream (TestW ); and another
10,000 queries commencing 2006-04-01, one month after the main query stream (TestM ). These
two additional test sets were used in the experiments described in Section 3.4.3.
Another pair of query streams was created using the TREC Million Query Track (MQT) queries.
The MQT queries have no timestamps and were used in the order they appear in the files provided
by NIST. For Gov2, the first 1,000 queries of the 2007 query set were used for training; 10,000
queries from the 2008 query set were used for testing. For CW09-A, both the 1,000 training and
10,000 testing queries were extracted from the TREC 2009 MQT sequence. In total, 84,000 queries
were used at various stages of the evaluation, split across the categories summarized in Table 6.
3.4

experimental results

Our experiments investigate the efficiency and load characteristics of a selective search architecture under a variety of conditions. The first set of experiments evaluates an environment similar to
the one proposed by Kulkarni [2013], but allowing for parallel execution of queries and tasks (Section 3.4.1). The second suite of experiments explores resource selection costs, resource selection
algorithms, and how to overcome any computational load imbalances originating from resource
2 Queries span March through May 2006.
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Table 7: Average number of shards selected by Taily and Rank-S for the Test logs, measured using the
configurations depicted in Figure 4.

Query log
MQT

AOL

Resource selection

Gov2

CW09-A

avg

sddev

avg

sddev

Taily

2.5

1.4

3.6

2.9

Rank-S

4.2

1.8

4.4

1.7

Taily

2.9

1.6

11.9

31.3

Rank-S

4.6

1.9

4.2

1.7

selection (Section 3.4.2). The third round of experiments investigate the load and throughput
effects of two different policies for assigning shards to machines (Section 3.4.3). The last experiment compares index-spreading and mirroring strategies when using additional computational
resources (Section 3.4.4).
3.4.1

Selective search efficiency

In this section, we address Research Question 1 – Is selective search more efficient than exhaustive
search in a parallel query processing environment? The selective search architecture is compared to a
typical exhaustive search architecture in small-scale environments similar to those examined by
Kulkarni and Callan [2010a] and Kulkarni [2013]. Each test collection was divided into topical
shards and the shards randomly distributed across all machines, with each machine receiving the
same number of shards. The same collections were also used to build an exhaustive search baseline by constructing C (the total number of cores) evenly sized shards via a random assignment
of documents, and then allocating one shard per core to each machine; ci = 8 in our experiments,
thus 8 shards were assigned to each machine. This allows exhaustive search to minimize latency
by making use of all cores for every query. In both configurations, only one machine (B = 1)
accepted broker tasks, so as to emulate previous arrangements as closely as possible.
Table 7 summarizes the average number of shards selected by the resource selection algorithms
with parameters as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Note the high variance in the number of shards
selected by Taily for the AOL query set used with CW09-A.
When the AOL query log is used with the CW09-A collection, the distribution of Taily shard
scores levels off quickly and becomes flat, which makes it difficult for Taily to distinguish between
shards. This causes the mean and standard deviation of the number of shards selected to be much
higher than in other configurations. The AOL query set used with Gov2 does not experience the
same issues; these queries are cleaner due to the filtering process documented in Section 3.3.3.
Even with these variances affecting behavior, selective search examines only a small fraction of
available shards and produces significant efficiency gains regardless of the resource selection
method deployed.
Figure 4 shows the throughput of two selective search variants, compared to exhaustive search.
In each of the frames the vertical axis shows the median time to process each query, plotted as
a function of the query arrival rate on the horizontal axis. Alternative summary metrics such
as the mean or the 95% percentile processing times were also explored, and produced similar
outcomes. Each plotted curve represents a combination of query set and processing regime, and
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(b) CW09-A dataset.

Figure 4: Exhaustive search and selective search using CW09-A and Gov2 and random shard assignment
for the AOLW Test and MQTW Test, AOLG Test and MQTG Test query sets (shown as AOL and
MQT in the labels for brevity). In these experiments, M = 2, B = 1, and S = 2.

the two frames correspond to the two collections. The elbow in each plotted curve indicates the
point at which that system configuration approaches saturation. To avoid extreme results, each
curve was truncated at the point at which the median processing time for queries exceeded twice
the median processing time for queries in a unloaded system, determined by the latency at 0.01
queries per second, at the left-hand end of the curve. Query arrival rates were chosen dynamically
for each curve, so that the region of greatest gradient can be clearly distinguished. Configurations
where the curve is lower have lower latency. Configurations with elbows that are further to the
right require fewer resources per query and attain higher throughput rates when the system is
approaching saturation.
To describe the variation of query processing times, Table 8 presents the 50th, 75th and 99th
percentile, mean, and max values of query processing time for several configurations of selective
search. The dispersion of query processing time is computed at the last point in the plotted curves
of Figure 4 – the point where the system is approaching saturation.
Table 9 presents the breakdown of average costs for queries at the system saturation point
for the configurations studied. The network costs and merging costs are minimal. As expected
of a system under full load, queries spend a significant amount of time in the central query
queue, and in queues internal to each system. Note the differences in the time spent in resource
selection between Rank-S and Taily. Systems using Rank-S, a sample-based algorithm, spent a
larger portion of time performing resource selection, particularly when using CW09-A. This also
produces higher latency for Rank-S systems as seen in Figure 4. This result is expected because
sample-based resource selection methods are more expensive than term-based methods. This
topic is explained in more detail and further explored in Section 3.4.2.
When querying the CW09-A collection (Figure 4b), selective search outperforms exhaustive
search by a factor of more than ten, because only a small fraction of the 884 shards are searched.
Query latency is also lower in selective search, despite the two-step process of resource selection
followed by shard search. This is due to fewer resources being used by selective search, and
the fact that at low query loads, latency is largely determined by the slowest partition that is
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Table 8: Dispersion of per-query processing times for selected configurations of exhaustive, Rank-S and
Taily methods, at the last point on each of the corresponding curves in Figure 4. Columns display
the 50th, 75th, 99th percentiles, the mean, and the maximum value of individual query processing
times, where time is measured in simulation milliseconds. In these experiments, M = 2. Recall
that the simulation was tuned to model the costs associated with Indri, a research search engine;
a commercial system would likely have lower processing times.

Collection
Gov2

Queries

Method

MQT

AOL

CW09-A

MQT

AOL

Percentile

1/λ

Mean

Max

11,676

2,936

20,868

2,651

6,206

1,883

10,229

1,189

1,901

4,579

1,366

8,145

0.42

250

1,126

5,016

768

9,135

Rank-S

7.50

397

865

2,606

590

5,352

Taily

12.00

265

612

1,868

407

4,329

Exh

0.04

5,819

26,510

110,232

17,784

206,595

Rank-S

3.20

1,468

3,537

13,082

2,516

32,888

Taily

9.00

510

1,012

3,340

719

6,709

Exh

0.03

21,736

50,525

172,978

34,019

427,116

Rank-S

1.80

3,263

6,220

18,351

4,208

76,103

Taily

0.75

902

3,869

21,350

3,032

46,770

(qry/s)

50%

75%

99%

Exh

0.28

2,268

4,409

Rank-S

3.20

1,632

Taily

5.50

Exh

polled. Topical shards are smaller than random shards, thus they can be searched more quickly.
A larger fraction of the fifty possible shards are searched in the Gov2 collection (Figure 4a), so the
performance improvement is not as high. Even so, selective search of Gov2 handles four to five
times the rate of queries as exhaustive search before saturating.
Taily has better throughput and latency than Rank-S for the majority of settings tested. The
only exception is for the AOLW Test query set in CW09-A, where the larger number of shards
searched by Taily eclipses the lower resource selection costs, resulting in better throughput for
Rank-S. More broadly, selective search delivers markedly better performance characteristics than
exhaustive search in all of the configurations investigated, reaffirming the findings of Kulkarni
and Callan [2010a] and Kulkarni [2013] that selective search is a viable framework for improving
the efficiency of parallel query processing.
3.4.2

Resource allocation

Figure 4 indicates that Taily is more efficient than Rank-S, with significantly better query latency
and throughput in the majority of configurations tested. The difference is a direct consequence of
the two approaches to resource selection. Aly et al. [2013] demonstrated that resource selection
costs can be a substantial portion of the total retrieval cost in a system that uses sample-based
resource selection algorithms, such as ReDDE and Rank-S. We now examine in detail how the
different resource selection computations affect throughput and load of selective search, across a
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Table 9: Breakdown of the average time spent processing queries, at the last point on each of the corresponding curves in Figure 4. Central queue indicates the percentage of time spent in the central
query queue; network indicates the delays caused by network congestion; internal queues indicates
time spent in system queues such as a machine’s shard search queue or merge queue; resource
selection indicates time spent performing resource selection; and merge is time spent performing
the final merge operation. The remaining time not included in these categories was spent in shard
search.

Collection
Gov2

Central

Internal

Resource

(qry/s)

queue

queues

selection

Exh

0.28

21.88%

0.06%

14.91%

-

0.09%

Rank-S

3.20

32.16%

<0.01%

3.35%

13.38%

0.01%

Taily

5.50

30.38%

<0.01%

3.44%

1.58%

0.01%

Exh

0.42

21.41%

0.07%

16.92%

-

0.01%

Rank-S

7.50

25.67%

0.01%

2.58%

14.67%

0.04%

Taily

12.00

20.55%

0.01%

2.68%

2.50%

0.03%

Exh

0.04

31.57%

<0.01%

25.24%

-

<0.01%

Rank-S

3.20

25.55%

<0.01%

1.72%

53.44%

0.01%

Taily

9.00

26.36%

0.01%

5.10%

1.66%

0.02%

Exh

0.03

30.86%

<0.01%

31.08%

-

<0.01%

Rank-S

1.80

22.40%

<0.01%

1.93%

59.67%

<0.01%

Taily

0.75

36.77%

<0.01%

7.54%

0.46%

0.02%

Method

MQT

AOL

CW09-A

1/λ

Queries

MQT

AOL

Network

Merge

range of different system configurations in order to answer Research Question 2 – How does the
choice of resource selection algorithm affect throughput and load distribution in selective search, and how
can any imbalances originating from resource selection be overcome?
In the experiments illustrated in Figure 4, only one machine acted as broker, and the shards
were evenly distributed across the two machines (B = 1, S = 2). This is similar to the configuration
described by Kulkarni [2013]. However, this configuration is not optimal for selective search, and
produces an uneven machine load, especially when using Rank-S to select shards. Figure 5 plots
the machine utilization of this configuration, using Rank-S, M = 2 machines, and searching CW09A with the AOLW Test query set. All broker tasks are handled by machine m1 , and this machine
is also a searcher. Consequently, m1 is heavily loaded when compared to the other machine,
and the majority of its load is generated by resource selection. A detailed examination of the
m1 workload reveals that resource selection is responsible for more than 70% of the machine’s
computational load when the arrival rate is 2.5 queries per second. Merging requires near-zero
load. A similar imbalance is observed when other simulator parameters such as query streams,
collections, and hardware are varied.
We then configured the machines in the Rank-S system to allow more broker processes. When
tuning a selective search system, this decision can be based on training queries. We compare
the results of B = 1 to B = 2, a configuration where both machines perform resource selection.
Figure 6 shows these parameter settings when applied to the Test queries and the Rank-S MQTG
Test and AOLW Test configurations. When M = 2, the best Rank-S settings were B = 2 for Gov2
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Figure 5: Average utilization of machines using Rank-S, the CW09-A dataset, the AOLW Test queries, M =
2, B = 1 and S = 2. Each point is the mean over 10 sequences of 1,000 queries; error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Varying the resources assigned to broker processes using Rank-S, with M = 2, and random shard
assignment.

with an even distribution of shards for both MQTG Train and AOLG Train logs. This configuration
gives small improvements in throughput over the baseline of using B = 1. For Rank-S on CW09A, B = 2 was also the best configuration for AOLW Train and MQTW Train, but the throughput
improvements are much larger. The difference in behavior for these datasets is due to the size
of the CSI. Rank-S uses a 1% sample of the corpus to make decisions. For Gov2, a 1% sample is
about half the size of an average shard, but for CW09-A, 1% is about eight times the size of an
average shard. Most of the work for CW09-A is devoted to resource selection while for Gov2 most
of the work is dedicated to shard search, as was seen in Table 9. Similar results were obtained
using Rank-S with other settings.
Taily requires far less computation for resource selection than does Rank-S, and the best setting
was B = 1 for all query logs, and all datasets. At M = 2 and B = 1, resource selection for Taily
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Figure 7: Popularity of shards in the CW09-A training query sets for the top 10% of most frequently accessed shards as selected by Rank-S. The vertical axis indicates the total number of times a shard
is selected for all queries.

accounted for less than 2% of m1 ’s processing capability. This illustrates the advantage of termbased algorithms – efficiency. In most configurations, Taily also consumes fewer computational
resources overall than Rank-S. As is shown in Figure 4b, the resulting performance gains can be
large.
Overall, the choice of resource selection algorithm has a significant impact on the throughput,
latency, and load distribution of selective search; and unless care is taken, load imbalances can
emerge even when just a few machines are being used. In the larger CW09-A dataset, Taily had
significant latency and throughput advantages compared to Rank-S, because of the high cost
of searching the larger Rank-S CSI. However, sample-based algorithms have other advantages,
including the ability to run structured queries.
3.4.3

Shard assignment policies

The preceding experiments assigned shards to machines randomly. With two machines (M =
2), random assignment of shards to machines distributes query traffic evenly across machines,
since there are many more shards than machines (P  M). However, this assumption does not
hold as M increases because selective search deliberately creates shards that have skewed term
distributions and topical coverage. So, in this section we examine Research Question 3 – How do
different methods of shard allocation affect throughput and load distribution across multiple machines?
Figure 7 shows the relative popularity of the 80 most used CW09-A shards, and demonstrates
that the skewed term distributions means that some shards are selected more often than others.
For example, when the Rank-S resource selection algorithm is used to select topic-based shards
for the Gov2 queries from AOLG Train query set, the five most frequently selected shards account
for 29% of all shards selected – 1,302 out of 4,491 shard selections. In CW09-A, the AOL query log
also exhibits a strongly skewed popularity pattern. The MQT query set displays a milder, but still
noticeable, skew. This unevenness of popularity has the potential to adversely affect throughput
in a system distributed over multiple machines by overloading machines that are responsible for
popular shards and creating bottlenecks that then starve other machines of work. Even a small
increase in the number of machines to M = 4 can lead to a load imbalance.
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Figure 8: Utilization of machines for selective search on Gov2, using Taily, the MQTG Test queries, M = 4,
B = 1, S = 4 and a uniform shard distribution. Each point is the mean over 10 sequences of
1,000 queries; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The broker resides in m1 for both
configurations. The two frames share a common legend.

The next set of experiments investigates the effectiveness of Random assignment, and compares
it with a Log-based algorithm, which uses training data to estimate and balance the average load
across machines. The Log-based approach takes a set of training queries, performs resource selection, and computes the sum of the postings costs for each shard. That sum is used as an estimate
of the shard’s load. Shards are then ordered most to least expensive, and assigned to machines
one by one, in each case choosing the machine that currently has the lowest estimated load. Finally, any remaining shards that were not accessed by the training queries are assigned based
on size. In these experiments a set of 1,000 training queries was employed. Using Taily’s shard
selections, Gov2 had no unaccessed shards for either query set, and 7% and 4% of shards were
unaccessed for AOLW Train and MQTW Train respectively in CW09-A.
In this experiment, we focus only on the performance of Taily. The results for Rank-S are similar.
Figure 8 shows the effect of the shard assignment policies on machine utilization as query arrival
rates are varied for the Gov2 dataset using the Million Query Track queries. Machine utilization
(or load) varies from 0–100% (shown as 0.0 to 1.0). The range of machine loads show that the
Random policy produces an uneven utilization of machines, and saturates relatively quickly due
to a bottleneck on m4 . In comparison, the Log-based policy reduces variance of load noticeably,
and produces a more even utilization of the machines. Detailed results for other configurations
are given in Table 10, and display similar usage patterns. In all settings, Log-based assignment
produces more uniform resource utilization than does Random.
The risk of using Log-based allocations is that the learned attributes may become outdated as a
result of changes in the query stream. Table 11 investigates this potential shortcoming by showing
machine usage when processing three query sets each containing 10,000 queries: one that arrived
immediately after the training queries; a second set that arrived one week after the training
queries; and a third set that arrived one month after the training queries. Average utilization
is similar in each case, and variance increases marginally as the query stream evolves, but the
changes are generally small. Results for the AOL log for Gov2 one month after assignment are an
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Table 10: Average loadi and range (max loadi − min loadi ), where loadi is the time-averaged CPU load of mi
during the simulation, for two shard allocation policies and a range of query arrival rates, using
Taily resource selection, M = 4, B = 1, and S = 4. Results for Gov2 using MQTW Test queries are
also shown in Figure 8.

Dataset

Queries

Allocation
method

Avg loadi and range of loadi for each query arrival rate T
avg

rnge

avg

6 qry/s
Gov2

MQTG Test

AOLG Test

MQTW Test

AOLW Test

10 qry/s

avg

rnge

12 qry/s

0.30

0.42

0.40

0.53

0.49

0.61

0.58

Log-based

0.32

0.10

0.42

0.14

0.53

0.17

0.63

0.21

30 qry/s

40 qry/s

50 qry/s

Random

0.40

0.19

0.59

0.28

0.73

0.34

0.78

0.36

Log-based

0.40

0.14

0.59

0.20

0.73

0.25

0.78

0.26

15 qry/s

20 qry/s

25 qry/s

Random

0.36

0.08

0.53

0.11

0.70

0.15

0.81

0.17

Log-based

0.36

0.05

0.53

0.07

0.70

0.09

0.82

0.10

1.5 qry/s
CW09-A

8 qry/s

rnge

0.32

10 qry/s
CW09-A

avg

Random

20 qry/s
Gov2

rnge

2.0 qry/s

2.5 qry/s

3.0 qry/s

Random

0.39

0.07

0.52

0.10

0.65

0.12

0.76

0.14

Log-based

0.39

0.01

0.52

0.02

0.65

0.02

0.77

0.03

Table 11: Average loadi and range (max loadi − min loadi ) of shard search machine utilization as the training
data ages, using the Log-based shard allocation policy. Other simulation settings are as described
in Table 10. Test queries begin immediately after the training queries. TestW and TestM queries
begin from 1 week and 1 month after the training queries, respectively. The MQT queries do not
have timestamps and so were not used in this experiment.

Dataset

Average loadi and range of loadi for each query arrival rate T

Query log

avg

rnge

20 qry/s
Gov2

rnge

30 qry/s

avg

rnge

40 qry/s

avg

rnge

50 qry/s

AOLG Test

0.40

0.14

0.59

0.20

0.73

0.25

0.78

0.26

AOLG TestW

0.38

0.13

0.56

0.19

0.71

0.24

0.76

0.25

AOLG TestM

0.32

0.14

0.47

0.20

0.62

0.26

0.72

0.30

1.5 qry/s
CW09-A

avg

2.0 qry/s

2.5 qry/s

3.0 qry/s

AOLW Test

0.39

0.01

0.52

0.02

0.65

0.02

0.77

0.03

AOLW TestW

0.39

0.01

0.51

0.02

0.63

0.02

0.75

0.02

AOLW TestM

0.40

0.02

0.53

0.02

0.66

0.02

0.77

0.03

exception and have a markedly lower utilization due to a burst of shorter queries that occurred at
this time (2.18 words on average versus 2.41 and 2.44 for TestW and Test queries respectively), but
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Figure 9: The variance of the load spread (max loadi − min loadi ) of ten Random shard allocations, with
M = 4, B = 1. The midline of the box indicates the median, the outer edges the 25th and 75th
percentile values, and the whiskers the most outlying values. The load spread for Log-based
shard allocation is also plotted as a reference point. Note the different horizontal and vertical
scales in the two panes.
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Figure 10: The variance of the load spread (max loadi − min loadi ) of ten Random shard allocations, now
with M = 8, B = 8. All other parameters are as for Figure 9. Note the different horizontal scales
in the two panes.

the variance still remains similar. Shard assignments should be periodically revised to maximize
throughput, but it is not necessary to do it frequently, and the cost of periodically refreshing
shard assignments can be amortized.
An additional concern is that the Random allocations used in Figure 8 and Table 10 may not be
representative of the distribution of all possible allocations, as there could be significant variation
between two Random allocations. One allocation could have nearly perfect organization of shards
by coincidence alone, while another might group the popular shards on a single machine, causing
a severe load imbalance. In order to explore the variability of Random allocations, we generated
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ten different allocations per combination of collection and query stream, and measured the variance of the loads. Figure 9 presents the results for the AOLG Test query set of Gov2 and the
MQTW Test query set of CW09-A. Also plotted on the graph is the load spread of the Log-based
allocation method. While there was at least one Random allocation that produced a more uniform load than the Log-based method, there was also significant variability in the load spread
for different Random allocations, and the median values were all well above the corresponding
value for the Log-based method. Figure 10 shows that when the number of machines is increased
to M = 8, Log-based allocation produces the best load distribution even when compared to ten
different Random allocations. That is, the Log-based method reliably picks an allocation with low
spread when compared to Random allocation.
Balanced assignment of shards and higher utilization of machines can lead to higher query
throughput, as shown in Figure 11. The Random policies shown in this figure are the median
performing assignment from Figure 9 and Figure 10. At M = 4, the Log-based policies are distinctively better than a Random policy for the Gov2 dataset (especially for MQT). The difference
between Random and Log-based policies widens when M = 8 machines are used. The differences between the allocation strategies for CW09-A dataset are much smaller due to the smaller
differences in load variance between the Random and Log-based assignment as can be seen in
Table 10, Figure 9, and Figure 10. Correcting greater load imbalances produces a larger impact in
throughput.
Finally, Log-based assignment produces better utilization than Random allocation even after
one month in most settings, further supporting the stability of the assignment. It is clear that the
method of allocating shards to machines has an impact in load distribution of selective search,
and hence throughput.
3.4.4

Scalability

The main focus of this work is on low-resource environments (typically two to eight machines).
But one advantage of a simulation model is that other configurations can also be explored, and
we are also able to examine large-scale environments. Distributed IR systems typically achieve
scalability in two ways: shard replication and/or increasing the number of machines available in
the cluster so that each is responsible for a smaller volume of data. We explore the scalability of
selective search using these two approaches, and consider Research Question 4 – Does selective
search scale efficiently when adding more machines and/or shard replication? Note that the experiments
in this section are for CW09-A only, because Gov2 only has 50 shards.
Figure 12 compares selective search and exhaustive search with M = 64 machines in operation, and uses the methods for load balancing described in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3. With
more machines in use, the latency of exhaustive search is decreased because the shard sizes are
smaller. Selective search’s latency remains the same because the number of topical shards is not
determined by the number of machines. There are 512 random shards and 884 topical shards,
thus one might expect selective search to have lower latency than exhaustive search, but exhaustive search is faster. Query term posting lists are shorter in the random shards than in the topical
shards selected by Taily or Rank-S, which allows an exhaustive shard to be searched more quickly
than a topical shard. However, selective search still provides substantially higher throughput than
exhaustive search; selective search may take longer to search one shard, which produces higher
latency, but it also searches many fewer shards, which produces higher throughput.
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Figure 13 further demonstrates the throughput advantage held by selective search. In this experiment, the total time in simulation seconds required to process 10,000 queries is measured as
a function of the number of machines available. In all configurations, selective search remains a
better option for throughput, requiring less time to process queries. This experiment also shows
that selective search scales with the number of machines available. Both exhaustive and selective search are nearly parallel to the red dash-dot line, which represents the ideal case where
throughput is doubled with doubled machine capacity.
In Figure 12 and Figure 13, an index spreading strategy was assumed, in which the shards are
distributed across the larger number of machines, and then the number of machines allocated
to resource selection and shard search are adjusted to make the best use of the new hardware.
However, when there are more machines than shards, index spreading is no longer feasible and
a different method must be used. One alternative is to increase throughput by using additional
space and adopting a mirrored architecture. For example, if the number of machines is doubled,
two copies of each shard, twice as many resource allocation cores, and twice as many shard search
cores can be used. Mirroring requires double the disk space of index spreading, but may have
other advantages that make it desirable. Either approach can roughly double throughput.
Figure 14 compares the effect of index spreading and mirroring when M = 64 machines are
employed, again plotting median query latency as a function of query arrival rate. In most configurations, mirroring has a small throughput advantage, derived from the fact that as the number of
machines increases, it becomes increasingly less likely that an evenly balanced shard assignment
will occur. For example, at T = 280, the standard deviation of the machine load in the CW09-A
MQT Test queries is 5.2% for 64 machines, and 3.9% for a 32 machine mirrored configuration
using the index spreading strategy with Log-based allocation. While the throughput differences
are small, mirroring provides additional benefits, such as fault tolerance in case of failure. In
addition, as mentioned previously, mirroring is clearly the best approach when there are more
machines than total shards.
The best overall solution in environments with high query traffic, or many machines may be a
mix of index spreading and strategic shard mirroring (replication), an option also noted by Moffat
et al. [2006]. This is may be an interesting topic for future work.
3.5

summary

Selective search has been shown to be substantially more efficient than the standard distributed
architecture if computational cost is measured by counting postings processed in a one-queryat-a-time environment [Kulkarni and Callan 2010a,b; Kulkarni 2013]. We have extended those
findings using a simulator that models a realistic parallel processing environment and a wider
range of hardware configurations to be explored; and long query streams extracted from the logs
of web search engines.
Previous investigations also demonstrated that selective search is as effective as exhaustive
search, based on experiments with two large datasets [Kulkarni and Callan 2010a,b; Aly et al. 2013;
Kulkarni 2013]. Although our work focused primarily on selective search efficiency, we refined the
experimental methodology used to measure effectiveness, and achieved stronger baseline results
for the CW09-A dataset. One consequence of these changes was the discovery that in some cases
selective search is less effective than exhaustive search, regardless of which resource selection
algorithm is used. Effectiveness was not our focus in this work, but our findings are recorded to
benefit other researchers that wish to pursue this topic.
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Our investigation makes it clear that selective search is more efficient than conventional distributed architectures for parallel query processing. In a low-resource environment with few
machines, the two-step selective search architecture – resource selection followed by shard access – can deliver greater total throughput (number of queries processed per time interval) as
well as lower latency (faster response time) than a conventional exhaustive architecture. The latter
result is one that some readers may find surprising, and is a consequence of the small size of
the shards used by selective search, about 500K documents per shard in our experiments. When
more machines are available, exhaustive search has lower latency but selective search always has
substantially higher throughput.
Other studies have shown that sample-based and term-based resource selection algorithms have
different advantages and costs [Aly et al. 2013]. Our experiments investigated the effects of the
resource selection algorithm on load distribution, latency, and throughput. We found that Rank-S
was more accurate than Taily, but also much more computationally expensive, usually resulting
in higher latency and lower throughput than Taily. If one chooses to use Rank-S to obtain greater
effectiveness, the computational costs cause a skew in the workload of machines that must be
corrected by replicating resource selection on multiple machines.
Selective search uses topical shards that are likely to differ in their popularity. We discovered
that typical random assignments of shards produce large imbalances in machine load, even when
as few as M = 4 machines are assigned. A Log-based assignment policy using training queries
provided higher throughput and more consistent query processing times than a random assignment policy. The Log-based assignment is also resistant to temporal changes, and even after a
delay of a month, throughput degradation was minimal.
Previous studies only investigated selective search in computing environments that contained
a small number of machines (low resource computing environments). With the aid of the simulator
we also examined the behavior of selective search using clusters of up to M = 64 machines, each
with eight processing cores. We found that selective search remains a viable architecture with
high throughput in these larger-scale computing environments. When additional processing resources are available, mirroring (replicating all index shards) provides slightly better throughput
in addition to advantages such as fault-tolerance and the ability to use more machines than there
are shards when compared to index spreading (no replication). It may be sufficient to replicate
a few high-load shards rather than the entire index, which would greatly reduce storage costs
without greatly reducing throughput. We reserve this interesting problem for future work.
After a thorough investigation of the efficiency characteristics of the selective search architecture, we conclude that it is highly efficient in low resource environments typical of academic
institutions and small businesses, and that the load imbalances of a naive configuration can be
readily addressed. At larger scale, the latency advantages may be lost, but selective search continues to provide substantially higher throughput.
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Figure 11: The effect of shard assignment policies on throughput of selective search, using Taily with M = 4,
B = 1 (left column) and M = 8, B = 8 (right column). Note the differing horizontal scales in
each pair.
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Figure 13: The total time required by a selective search system to process 10,000 queries as a function M, the
number of machines. Assumes an infinite query arrival rate and B = M in all configurations. The
two query streams used are MQTG Test and AOLG Test, denoted as MQT and AOL respectively.
The red dash-dot line represents the ideal case, where throughput is doubled with doubled
machine capacity.
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Figure 14: Throughput achieved with Log-based shard assignment and M = 64, B = 64 to process queries
against CW09-A. The mirrored configuration is a doubled M = 32, B = 32 system, including
disk space. The two query streams are MQTG Test and AOLG Test, denoted as MQT and AOL
respectively.
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4
D Y N A M I C O P T I M I Z AT I O N

Dynamic pruning algorithms such as Weighted AND (WAND) [Broder et al. 2003] and termbounded max score (TBMS) [Strohman et al. 2005] improve the computational efficiency of retrieval
systems by eliminating or early-terminating score calculations for documents which cannot appear in the top-k of the final ranked list.
But topic-based partitioning and resource selection change the environment in which dynamic
pruning is performed, and query term posting lists are likely to be longer in shards selected by
the resource selection algorithm than in shards that are not selected. As well, each topic-based
shard should contain similar documents, meaning that it might be difficult for dynamic pruning
to distinguish amongst them using only partial score calculations. Conversely, the documents in
the shards that were not selected for search might be the ones that a dynamic pruning algorithm
would have bypassed if it had encountered them. That is, while the behavior of dynamic pruning
algorithms on randomly-organized shards is well-understood, the interaction between dynamic
pruning and the topic-based shards used by selective search is not. As an extreme position, it
might be argued that selective search is simply achieving the same computational savings that
dynamic pruning would have produced, but incurs the additional overhead of clustering the
collection and creating the shards.
To address these concerns, we investigate the behavior of the well-known Weighted AND (WAND)
dynamic pruning algorithm in the context of selective search, considering two research questions1 :
RQ 5 Does dynamic pruning improve selective search, and if so, why?
RQ 6 Can the efficiency of selective search be improved further using a cascaded pruning threshold during
shard search?
4.1

related work

Weighted AND (WAND) is a dynamic pruning algorithm that only scores documents that may
become one of the current top k based on a preliminary estimate [Broder et al. 2003]. Dimopoulos
et al. [2013] developed Block-Max WAND (BM-WAND) in which continuous segments of postings
data are bypassed under some circumstances by using an index where each block of postings
has a local maximum score. Petri et al. [2013] explored the relationship between WAND-style
pruning and document similarity formulations. They found that WAND is more sensitive than
BM-WAND to the document ranking algorithm. If the distribution of scores is skewed, as is
common with BM25, then WAND alone is sufficient. However, if the scoring regime is derived
from a language model, then the distribution of scores is top-heavy, and BM-WAND should
1 This is a lightly-revised version Kim et al. [2016b].
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Figure 15: Distribution of shard sizes, with a total of 100 shards.

be used. Rojas et al. [2013] presented a method to improve performance of systems combining
WAND and a distributed architecture with random shards.
Term-Bounded Max Score (TBMS) [Strohman et al. 2005] is an alternative document-at-a-time
dynamic pruning algorithm that is currently used in the Indri Search Engine. The key idea of
TBMS is to precompute a “topdoc” list for each term, ordered by the frequency of the term in the
document, and divided by the document length. The algorithm uses the union of the topdoc lists
for the terms to determine a candidate list of documents to be scored. The number of documents
in the topdoc list for each term is experimentally determined, a choice that can have an impact on
overall performance. Kulkarni and Callan [2015] explored the effects of TBMS on selective search
and traditional distributed search architectures. Based on a small set of queries they measured
efficiency improvements of 23-40% for a traditional distributed search architecture, and 19-32%
for selective search, indicating that pruning can improve the efficiency of both approaches.
4.2

experiments

The observations of Kulkarni and Callan [2015] provide evidence that dynamic pruning and
selective search can be complementary. Our work extends that exploration in several important
directions. First, we investigate whether there is a correlation between the rank of a shard and
dynamic pruning effectiveness for that shard. A correlation could imply that dynamic pruning
effectiveness depends on the number of shards searched. We focus on the widely-used WAND
pruning algorithm, chosen because it is both efficient and versatile, particularly when combined
with a scoring function such as BM25 that gives rise to skewed score distributions [Dimopoulos
et al. 2013; Petri et al. 2013].
Experiments were conducted using the ClueWeb09 Category B dataset, containing 50 million
web documents. The dataset was partitioned into 100 topical shards using k-means clustering
and a KL-divergence similarity metric, as described by Kulkarni and Callan [2010a], and stopped
using the default Indri stoplist and stemmed using the Krovetz stemmer. On average, the topical
shards contain around 500k documents, with considerable variation, see Figure 15. A second
partition of 100 random shards was also created, a system in which exhaustive “all shards” search
is the only way of obtaining effective retrieval. Each shard in the two systems was searched using
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Figure 16: Correlation between the number of postings processed for a query and the time taken for query
evaluation. Data points are generated from MQT queries using both WAND and full evaluation,
applied independently to all 100 topical shards and all 100 random shards. In total, 756 × 200 ×
2 ≈ 300,000 points are plotted.

BM25, with k1 = 0.9, b = 0.4, and global corpus statistics for idf and average document length.2
BM25 was chosen over the language model scores typically used by Indri because WAND has
reduced effectiveness on systems using language model scoring [Petri et al. 2013].
Each selected shard returned its top 1,000 documents, which were merged by score to produce
a final list of k = 1,000 documents. In selective search, deeper ranks are necessary because most of
the good documents may be in one or two shards due to the term skew. Also, deeper k supports
learning-to-rank algorithms. Postings lists were compressed and stored in blocks of 128 entries
using the FastPFOR library [Lemire and Boytsov 2015], supporting fast block-based skipping
during the WAND traversal.
Two resource selection algorithms were used: Taily [Aly et al. 2013] and Rank-S [Kulkarni et al.
2012]. The Taily parameters were taken from Aly et al. [2013]: n = 400 and v = 50, where v is
the cut-off score and n represents the theoretical depth of the ranked list. The Rank-S parameters
used are consistent with the values reported by Kulkarni et al. [2012]. A decay base of B = 5
with a centralized sample index (CSI) containing 1% of the documents was used – approximately
the same size as the average shard. We were unable to find parameters that consistently yielded
better results than the original published values.
We conducted evaluations using the first 1,000 unique queries from each of the AOL query
log and the TREC 2009 Million Query Track. We removed single-term queries, which do not
benefit from WAND, and queries where the resource selection process did not select any shards.
Removing single-term queries is a common procedure for research with WAND [Broder et al.
2003] and allows our results to be compared with prior work. That left 713 queries from the AOL
log, and 756 queries from MQT, a total of 1,469 queries.
Our focus is on the efficiency of shard search, rather than resource selection. To compare the
efficiency of different shard search methods, we count the number of postings scored, a metric
2 The values for b and k1 are based on the parameter choices reported for Atire and Lucene in the 2015 IRReproducibility Challenge, see github.com/lintool/IR-Reproducibility.
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Figure 17: Ratio of savings achieved by WAND as a function of the total postings length of each query in
the AOL set, measured on a per shard basis. A total of 100 × 713 ≈ 71,000 points are plotted.
Queries containing only rare terms derive little benefit from WAND.

that is strongly correlated with total processing time [Broder et al. 2003], and is less sensitive to
system-specific tuning and precise hardware configuration than is measured execution time. As
a verification of this relationship, Figure 16 shows the correlation between processing time per
query, per shard, and the number of postings evaluated. There is a strong linear relationship;
note also that more than 99.9% of queries completed in under 1 second with only a few extreme
outliers requiring longer.
4.2.1

Pruning Effectiveness of WAND on Topical Shards

The first experiment investigated how WAND performs on the topical shards constructed by
selective search. Each shard was searched independently, as is typical in distributed settings –
parallelism is crucial to low response latency. w, the number of posting evaluations required in
each shard by WAND-based query evaluation was recorded. The total length of the postings for
the query terms in the selected shards was also recorded, and is denoted as b, representing the
number of postings processed by an unpruned search in the same shard. The ratio w/b then
measures the fraction of the work WAND carried out compared to an unpruned search. The
lower the ratio, the greater the savings. Values of w/b can then be combined across queries in
two different ways: micro- and macro-averaging. In micro-averaging, w and b are summed over
the queries and a single value of w/b is calculated from the two sums. In macro-averaging, w/b
is calculated for each query, and averaged across queries. The variance inherent in queries means
that the two averaging methods can produce different values, although broad trends are typically
consistent.
Figure 17 and Table 12 provide insights into the behavior of macro- and micro-averaging. Figure 17 uses the AOL queries and all 100 topical shards, plotting w/b values on a per query per
shard basis as a function of the total length of the postings lists for that query in that shard.
Queries involving only rare terms benefit much less from WAND than queries with common
terms. Thus, the macro-average of w/b is higher than the micro-average. Micro-averaging more
accurately represents the total system savings, whereas macro-averaging allows paired significance testing. We report both metrics in Table 12. The second pair of columns gives millisecond
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WAND postings cost ratio

WAND runtime cost ratio

Topical shards

Random shards

Topical shards

Random shards

AOL

micro-averaged

0.35

0.34

0.36

0.38

MQT

micro-averaged

0.36

0.36

0.39

0.43

AOL

macro-averaged

0.51

0.52

0.51

0.53

MQT

macro-averaged

0.60

0.63

0.58

0.63

Table 12: Ratio of per shard per query postings evaluated and per shard per query execution time for
WAND-based search, as ratios relative to unpruned search, averaged over 100 topical shards
and over 100 randomized shards, and over two groups each of 700+ queries. The differences
between the Topical and Random macro-averaged ratios are significant for both query sets and
both measures (paired two-tailed t-test, p < 0.01).

Shards searched

WAND postings cost ratio

WAND runtime cost ratio

Selected

Non-selected

Selected

Non-selected

Taily AOL

3.1

0.32

0.35

0.36

0.36

Taily MQT

2.7

0.23

0.37

0.30

0.40

Rank-S AOL

3.8

0.27

0.36

0.30

0.37

Rank-S MQT

3.9

0.24

0.37

0.30

0.40

Table 13: Average number of shards searched, and micro-averaged postings ratios for those selected shards
and for the complement set of shards, together with the corresponding query time cost ratios, in
each case comparing WAND-based search to unpruned search. Smaller numbers indicate greater
savings.

equivalents of w/b, to further validate the postings-cost metric. These values are micro- and
macro-averaged wt /bt ratios, where wt is the time in milliseconds taken to process one of the
queries on one of the 100 shards using WAND, and bt is the time taken to process the same query
with a full, unpruned search. A key result of Table 12 is that WAND is just as effective across the
full set of topical shards as it is on the full set of randomly formed shards. Moreover, the broad
trend of the postings cost ratios – that WAND avoids nearly half of the postings – is supported
by the execution time measurements.
4.2.2

WAND and Resource Ranking Interactions

The second experiment compares the effectiveness of the WAND algorithm on the shards that
the resource ranking algorithm would, and would not, select in connection with each query. The
Taily and Rank-S resource selection algorithms were used to determine which shards to search.
For each query the WAND savings were calculated for the small set of selected shards, and the
much larger set of non-selected shards.
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WAND postings cost ratio

WAND runtime cost ratio

Selected

Non-selected

Selected

Non-selected

Taily AOL

0.42

0.52

0.45

0.52

Taily MQT

0.52

0.61

0.53

0.59

Rank-S AOL

0.42

0.53

0.44

0.52

Rank-S MQT

0.52

0.61

0.53

0.60

Table 14: As for Table 13, but showing macro-averaged ratios. All differences between selected and nonselected shards are significant (paired two-tailed t-test, p < 0.01).

Mean

Median

Rank-S Full

85.0

13.0

Rank-S WAND

28.5

11.3

134.0

34.2

Taily WAND

42.7

23.6

Exhaustive WAND

26.6

21.8

Query Time (ms)

1,500
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500

Taily Full
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Rank−S Full

Rank−S WAND
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(b)

(a)

Figure 18: Distribution of query response times for MQT queries on shards: (a) as a box plot distribution,
with a data point plotted for each query-shard pair; (b) as a table of corresponding means and
medians. In (a), the center line of the box indicates the median, the outer edges of the box the
first and third quartiles, and the blue circle the mean. The whiskers extend to include all points
within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range of the box. The graph was truncated to omit a small
number of extreme points for both Rank-S Full and Taily-Full. The maximum time for both these
two runs was 6,611 ms.

Table 13 lists micro-averaged w/b ratios, and Table 14 the corresponding macro-averaged ratios.
While all shards see improvements with WAND, the selected shards see a greater efficiency gain
than the non-selected shards, reinforcing our contention that resource selection is an important
component in search efficiency. When compared to the ratios shown in Table 12, the selected
shards see substantially higher benefit than average shards; the two orthogonal optimizations
generate better-than-additive savings.
Figure 18a shows the distribution of the individual per query per shard times for the MQT
query set, covering only the shards chosen by the two resource selection processes, in the first
four configurations. The fifth exhaustive search configuration includes data for all of the 100
randomly-generated shards making up the second system, and is provided as a reference point.
Figure 18b gives numeric values for the mean and median of each of the five distributions. When
WAND is combined with selective search, it both reduces the average time required to search a
shard and also reduces the variance of the query costs. Note the large differences between the
mean and median query processing times for the unpruned search and the reduction in that gap
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Figure 19: Normalized 1,000 th document scores from shards, averaged over queries and then shard ranks,
and expressed as a fraction of the collection-wide maximum document score for each corresponding query. The score falls with rank, as fewer high-scoring documents appear in lowerranked shards.

when WAND is used; this gain arises because query and shard combinations that have high processing times due to long postings lists are the ones that benefit most from WAND. Therefore, in
typical distributed environments where shards are evaulated in parallel, the slowest, bottleneck
shard will benefit the most from WAND and may result in additional gains in latency reduction.
Furthermore, while Figure 18 shows similar per shard query costs for selective and exhaustive
search, the total work associated with selective search is substantially less than exhaustive search
because only 3–5 shards are searched per query, whereas exhaustive search involves all 100 shards.
Taken in conjunction with the previous tables, Figure 18 provides clear evidence that WAND amplifies the savings generated by selective search, answering the first part of Research Question 5
with a “yes”. In addition, these experiments have confirmed that execution time is closely correlated with measured posting evaluations. The remaining experiments utilize postings counts as
the cost metric.
We now consider the second part of Research Question 5 and seek to explain why dynamic
pruning improves selective search. Part of the reason is that the postings lists of the query terms
associated with the highly ranked shards are longer than they are in a typical randomized shard.
With these long postings lists, there is more opportunity for WAND to achieve early termination.
Figure 19 shows normalized final heap-entry thresholds, or equivalently, the similarity score
of the 1,000 th ranked document in each shard. The scores are expressed as a fraction of the
maximum document score for that query across all shards, then plotted as a function of the
resource selector’s shard ranking using Taily, averaged over queries. Shards that Taily did not
score because they did not contain any query terms were ordered randomly. For the AOL log the
1,000 th document in the shard ranked highest by Taily attains, on average across queries, a score
that is a little over 80% of the maximum score attained by any single document for that same
query. The downward trend in Figure 19 indicates that the resource ranking process is effective,
with the high heap-entry thresholds in the early shards suggesting – as we would hope – that
they contain more of the high-scoring documents.
To further illustrate the positive relationship between shard ranking and WAND, w/b was
calculated for each shard in the per query shard orderings, and then micro-averaged at each
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Figure 20: The micro-average w/b ratio for WAND postings evaluations, as a function of the per query
shard rankings assigned by Taily. Early shards generate greater savings.

shard rank. Figure 20 plots the average as a function of shard rank, and confirms the bias towards
greater savings on the early shards – exactly the ones selected for evaluation. As a reference point,
the same statistic was calculated for a random ordering of the randomized shards (random since
no shard ranking is applied in traditional distributed search), with the savings ratio being a nearhorizontal line. If an unpruned full search were to be plotted, it would be a horizontal line at 1.0.
The importance of resource selection to retrieval effectiveness has long been known; Figure 20
indicates that effective resource selection can improve overall efficiency as well.
4.2.3

Improving Efficiency with Cascaded Pruning Thresholds

In the experiments reported so far, the rankings were computed on each shard independently,
presuming that they would be executing in parallel and employing private top-k heaps and private heap-entry thresholds, with no ability to share information. This approach minimizes search
latency when multiple machines are available, and is the typical configuration in a distributed
search architecture. An alternative approach is suggested by our second research question: what
happens if the shards are instead searched sequentially, passing the score threshold and top-k
heap from each shard to the next? The heap-entry score threshold is then non-decreasing across
the shards, and additional savings should result. While this approach would be unlikely to be
used in an interactive system that demands low latency, it provides an upper bound on the efficiency gains that are possible if a single heap was shared by all shards, and would increase
throughput when limited resources are available and latency is not a concern: for example, in
off-line search and text analytics applications.
Figure 21 demonstrates the threshold in the sequential WAND configuration, with shards ordered in two ways: by Taily score, and randomly. The normalized threshold rises quickly towards
the maximum document score through the first few shards in the Taily ordering, which is where
most of the documents related to the query are expected to reside. Figure 22 similarly plots the
w/b WAND savings ratio at each shard rank, also micro-averaged over queries, and with shard
ordering again determined by the Taily score. The independent and sequential configurations
diverge markedly in their behavior, with a deep search in the latter processing far fewer post-
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Figure 21: Normalized 1,000 th document scores from shards relative to the highest score attained by any
document for the corresponding query, micro-averaged over queries, assuming that shards are
processed sequentially rather than in parallel, using the Taily-based ordering of topical shards
and a random ordering of the same shards.
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Figure 22: Ratio of postings evaluated by WAND for independent shard search versus sequential shard
search, AOL queries with micro-averaging. Shard ranking was determined by Taily.

ings than a deep search in the former. The MQT query set displayed similar trends. Sharing the
dynamic pruning thresholds has a large effect on the efficiency of selective search.
Our measurements suggest that a hybrid approach between independent and sequential search
could be beneficial. A resource-ranker might be configured to underestimate the number of shards
that are required, with the understanding that a second round of shard ranking can be instigated
in situations where deeper search is needed, identified through examining the scores or the quantity of documents retrieved. When a second wave of shards is activated, passing the maximum
heap-entry threshold attained by the first-wave process would reduce the computational cost.
If the majority of queries are handled within the first wave, a new combination of latency and
workload will result.
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4.3

summary

To date there has been only limited consideration of the interaction between dynamic pruning
and selective search [Kulkarni and Callan 2015], and it has been unclear whether dynamic pruning methods improve selective search, or whether selective search is capturing some or all of the
same underlying savings as pruning does, just via a different approach. In this proposal we have
explored WAND dynamic pruning using a large dataset and two different query sets. In contrast to Kulkarni’s findings with TBMS [Kulkarni and Callan 2015], we show that WAND-based
evaluation and selective search generate what are effectively independent savings, and that the
combination is more potent than either technique is alone – that is, that their interaction is a
positive one. In particular, when resource selection is used to choose query-appropriate shards,
the improvements from WAND on the selected shards is greater than the savings accruing on
random shards, confirming that dynamic pruning further improves selective search – a rare situation where orthogonal optimizations are better-than-additive. We also demonstrated that there
is a direct correlation between the efficiency gains generated by WAND and the shard’s ranking.
While it is well-known that resource selection improves effectiveness, our results suggest that it
can also improve overall efficiency too.
Finally, two different methods of applying WAND to selective search were compared and we
found that passing the top-k heap through a sequential shard evaluation greatly reduced the
volume of postings evaluated by WAND. The significant difference in efficiency between this
approach and the usual fully-parallel mechanism suggests avenues for future development in
which hybrid models are used to balance latency and throughput in novel ways.
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VA R I A N C E

As defined by prior research, selective search has several non-deterministic steps. Kulkarni [2013]
used sample-based k-means clustering to create topical shards, which is non-deterministic due to
random sampling and cluster seeds. Some resource selection algorithms, such as Rank-S [Kulkarni et al. 2012], use a random sample of the corpus to decide which shards to search for each
query, which introduces additional non-determinism.
Prior research showed that selective search can be as accurate as a typical ‘search all shards’
distributed architecture but at a substantially reduced computational cost [Aly et al. 2013; Kulkarni 2013; Kulkarni et al. 2012]. However, it was based on a single partitioning of the corpus. A
different partitioning might yield different results.
We are not the first to notice this problem. Jayasinghe, et al. [Jayasinghe et al. 2014] proposed
a linear model to statistically compare non-deterministic retrieval systems, using selective search
as an example. Their model took into consideration the multi-dimensional variance in selective
search. They found that there can be significant differences between selective search and exhaustive search based on the collection sample used to build the CSI, especially at low sample rates.
However, their work focused on testing whether selective search has equivalent mean effectiveness as a baseline search architecture. In our work1 , we focus on the variance itself and seek to
answer the following research question.
RQ 7 What is the effect of random decisions on selective search accuracy?
We compare results obtained with different partitionings of two ClueWeb datasets and examine the variance of a system across four query sets (Section 5.2.1), and for individual queries
(Section 5.2.2).
5.1

experimental method

We define a system instance to be a partition of a corpus index and its corresponding resource selection database for algorithms such as Rank-S [Kulkarni et al. 2012] or Taily [Aly et al. 2013]. Our
system instances were defined by a slight adaptation of a process defined by Kulkarni [Kulkarni
2013]. First, 500K documents were randomly sampled from the corpus, k of those documents
were selected to be seeds, and k-means clustering was used to form clusters. Second, the remaining documents were projected onto the most similar clusters to form index shards. Third,
documents scoring higher than 50% in the Waterloo Fusion spam scores [Cormack et al. 2011]
were removed and a resource selection index was constructed. The Rank-S resource selection in1 This is a lightly-revised version of Dai et al. [2015].
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dex was formed from a 1% random sample of each cluster. The Taily resource selection index is
created deterministically. Thus, each system instance involved 2-3 random processes.
The parameters used for Taily and Rank-S were suggested by Aly et al. [2013] and Kulkarni
et al. [2012]. They were n = 400, v = 50 for Taily and B = 5, CSI = 1% for Rank-S.
The experiments also tested Relevance-Based Ranking (RBR), an oracle resource selection algorithm that ranks shards by the number of relevant documents that they contain. RBR makes it
possible to distinguish between different types of variance. For query q, RBR searched the average
number of shards that Rank-S and Taily searched for q.
Experiments were conducted on the ClueWeb09 Category A (CW09-A) corpus, which contains
500 million English web pages, and ClueWeb09 Category B (CW09-B), which contains 50 million
English web pages. Queries were from the TREC 2009-2012 Web Tracks: 4 sets of 50 queries.
Parameters were set to produce shards of 500K documents on average. Each CW09-A system
instance had 1000 shards; CW09-B system instances had 100 shards.
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Figure 23: Accuracy distribution of Rank-S and RBR system instances for the Web Track queries. Mid line
in boxes represents median. Outer edges of the boxes represent lower and upper quartiles, while
whiskers indicate 1.5 interquartile range. + indicates outliers. Blue dot is the performance of the
typical ‘search all shards baseline.

5.2

experiment results

The effects of random decisions during partitioning and indexing can be measured across query
sets or individual queries. Measuring across query sets provides information about the reliability
of metrics such as MAP and NDCG that are typically reported in research papers. Measuring
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across individual queries provides information about the behavior that people will observe when
they use the system. The experiments below provide both types of measurement.
5.2.1

Variability for Query Sets

The first experiment examined how random decisions affect the ‘average case’ metrics typically
reported in research papers. It used three resource selection algorithms: Rank-S, which has a
random component; Taily, which is deterministic; and RBR, the oracle algorithm. Ten random
partitions were created for each dataset. Thus there were 2 datasets × 10 random partitions × 3
resource selection algorithms = 60 system instances. On average, Rank-S searched 3.91 CW09-A
shards and 3.75 CW09-B shards; Taily searched 2.58 CW09-A shards and 2.53 CW09-B shards;
and RBR searched 3.13 CW09-A shards and 2.80 CW09-B shards.
Retrieval accuracy was evaluated using three metrics: Precision at rank 10 (P@10), Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain at rank 100 (NDCG@100), and Mean Average Precision at rank 500
(MAP@500) for compatibility with prior research [Aly et al. 2013]. These metrics help capture the
performance of selective search at precision-oriented (P@10) tasks and more recall-oriented tasks
(NDCG@100 and MAP@500). Results for Taily and NDCG@100 were similar to results for Rank-S
and other metrics.
The distributions of measurements over each type of system instance and the ‘search all shards’
baseline are shown in Figure 23. Table 15 and Table 16 report the standard deviation and variance coefficient of Rank-S and RBR system accuracy scores. The standard deviation is a common
measure, however it has two flaws: i) values produced by different metrics (e.g., P@10, MAP@500)
cannot be compared because it is not dimensionless; and ii) the importance of a given level of deviation depends upon the value of the mean. The variance coefficient (VC) normalizes the standard
deviation by the mean, thus eliminating these flaws.
The Relevance-Based Ranking (RBR) was generally more accurate and had lower variance
across system instances than Rank-S and Taily, as expected. The one exception was the 2011
query set and the MAP@500 metric; Rank-S had lower variance than RBR under this condition.
This exception was caused by a small set of queries. Rank-S had consistently poor accuracy on
these queries, whereas RBR had greater accuracy but also greater variance.
The experimental results suggest that there are two sources of variance in selective search:
Partitioning, and resource selection. RBR always selects the best shards, thus variance in RBR
results is due to differences in partitioning effectiveness. Rank-S and Taily use models (resource
selection indices) to make decisions about which shards to select for each query, however those
models are necessarily incomplete. The increases in variance for Rank-S and Taily as compared to
RBR are due to resource selection errors caused by weaknesses in the models of shard contents.
Selective search instances displayed differing levels of variability across different metrics. P@10
overall had a lower variance coefficient than MAP@500 (Table 15 and Table 16). Similar behavior
is observed for Taily instances. This behavior indicates that selective search is more stable at the
top of the ranking.
Rank-S is affected by one more random component than Taily, thus it might be expected to have
greater variability across system instances. Table 17 shows the variance coefficient of MAP@500
for Rank-S and Taily across ten CW09-A system instances; similar behavior was observed across
all metrics for both collections. Taily only had lower variance than Rank-S on 1 of the 4 query
sets. These results might be considered surprising. The additional random component does not
appear to cause greater instability in Rank-S results. As far as we know, prior research has not
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Table 15: Standard Deviation (SD) and Variance Coefficient (VC) of accuracy scores for Rank-S instances.

Query Set

CW09-B

CW09-A

SD

VC

SD

VC

Web Track 2009

2.22 × 10−2

5.06%

2.00 × 10−2

7.30%

Web Track 2010

2.11 × 10−2

5.57%

1.50 × 10−2

4.90%

Web Track 2011

1.52 × 10−2

4.84%

1.51 × 10−2

5.06%

Web Track 2012

1.79 × 10−2

5.44%

1.54 × 10−2

6.14%

(a) P@10

Query Set

CW09-B

CW09-A

SD

VC

SD

VC

Web Track 2009

7.77 × 10−3

10.04%

6.65 × 10−3

10.65%

Web Track 2010

7.56 × 10−3

7.16%

3.31 × 10−3

3.66%

Web Track 2011

8.52 × 10−3

8.89%

7.67 × 10−3

7.62%

Web Track 2012

7.17 × 10−3

6.37%

7.96 × 10−3

8.23%

(b) MAP@500

investigated the variability of results produced by sample-based and term-based algorithms such
as Rank-S and Taily.
5.2.2

Variability for Queries

Ideally selective search would provide similar results for a given query regardless of which system
instance is used. The second experiment examined variability on a query-by-query basis.
We examined the variance of Average Precision of each query across Rank-S and Taily instances
on CW09-A and observed some highly variant queries in both Rank-S and Taily. Rank-S had 14
queries with AP standard deviation higher than 0.1; Taily had 17 such high variance queries.
High variance could be due to errors from the partitioning process or errors from resource
selection. To discover the source of the variance, a query-by-query experiment was conducted
with RBR on the same partitions. RBR does not make resource selection errors but is affected by
partitioning errors. Thus, if Rank-S, Taily, and RBR all have trouble with a query, the problem is
likely to be partitioning.
Figure 24 shows the average precision (AP) of each query for ten RBR system instances. A
notable observation is that most of the queries have stable AP; 177 of the 200 queries had a
standard deviation of less than 0.05. However, there were a few queries with very high variance
that contributed most of the average variance.
Whether the query is variable or stable remained mostly consistent across RBR, Rank-S, and
Taily. While there were some highly variable queries in RBR that were not so in Taily and RankS, these were difficult queries (low ‘search all shards’ search accuracy), and had nearly zero
MAP@500 in Rank-S and Taily. All easy queries with high variance in RBR also had high variance
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Figure 24: Query Average Precision of RBR instances for Web Track queries. Each data point is a box and
whisker plot with the edges of the boxes representing the upper and lower quantiles, the mid
line the median, and the whiskers the 1.5 interquartile range. + are outliers.

in Rank-S and Taily. The consistency across RBR, Rank-S and Taily suggests that errors from the
partitioning stage are a major source of variance of selective search accuracy; however, most of
that variation comes from a small number of queries.
We investigated why some partitions performed much better than others on the high variance
queries. One might expect that ‘good’ partitions group relevant documents into fewer shards.
However, in all of our partitions, relevant documents were distributed across a small number of
shards. Typically the 3 most relevant shards contained more than 60% of the relevant documents,
which is consistent with the standards of most prior federated search research. Furthermore, in
this experiment, all ten instances retrieved 100% of the relevant documents for 4 of the 5 most
variant queries. However, these queries had AP values ranging from values similar to exhaustive
search to as much as ten times better than exhaustive search.
An examination of the instances with unusually high AP in the RBR experiment revealed that
the relevant documents and the most likely false positives were in different shards. Thus, the
combination of partitioning and resource selection ‘filtered out’ non-relevant documents that otherwise would have been ranked highly. Although this behavior might seem desirable, it occurred
because the partitioning process incorrectly assigned relevant documents to shards that contained
documents that were largely dissimilar to the relevant documents. This poor clustering made it
nearly impossible for Rank-S and Taily to identify which shards contained relevant documents
due to the overwhelming number of dissimilar documents in the shard. RBR, which knows the
number of relevant documents in each shard, had no such problem.
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Table 16: Standard Deviation (SD) and Variance Coefficient (VC) of accuracy scores for RBR instances.

CW09-B

Query Set

CW09-A

SD

VC

SD

VC

Web Track 2009

1.38 × 10−2

2.71%

1.05 × 10−2

2.95%

Web Track 2010

1.16 × 10−2

2.15%

9.73 × 10−3

2.04%

Web Track 2011

1.36 × 10−2

3.53%

1.31 × 10−2

3.04%

Web Track 2012

5.39 × 10−3

1.39%

9.73 × 10−3

2.63%

(a) P@10

CW09-B

Query Set

CW09-A

SD

VC

SD

VC

Web Track 2009

3.56 × 10−3

3.25%

3.54 × 10−3

2.97%

Web Track 2010

3.87 × 10−3

2.24%

2.46 × 10−3

1.35%

Web Track 2011

1.10 × 10−2

7.21%

9.47 × 10−3

4.40%

Web Track 2012

3.53 × 10−3

2.41%

4.97 × 10−3

2.91%

(b) MAP@500

Table 17: Comparison of MAP@500 scores (CW09-A) for Rank-S and Taily instances.

Query Set

CW09-B

CW09-A

Rank-S

Taily

Rank-S

Taily

Web Track 2009

0.062

0.065

10.65%

10.98%

Web Track 2010

0.090

0.087

3.66%

6.89%

Web Track 2011

0.101

0.084

7.62%

15.67%

Web Track 2012

0.097

0.085

8.23%

5.36%

Figure 24 also indicates that different query sets produced different levels of variability. The
2011 query set was notably more unstable than the others. Among the 24 queries with AP standard deviation higher than 0.05, 14 were from TREC 2011. We believe that this difference is due
to the other three query sets using topics of medium-to-high frequency, while TREC 2011 used
more obscure topics [Clarke et al. 2011]. Our results indicate that the type of query has an impact
on not only the average accuracy of a system, but also the variance of a system with random
components. Topic-based partitioning may produce stable results for common topics, but may
need improvement for queries about rare topics.
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5.3

summary

Understanding the variance of selective search effectiveness is critical for evaluating and improving selective search. This chapter explored selective search variance and the effects of document
collections, resource selection algorithms, and query characteristics. Partitioning and resource selection processes both introduced variance into search behavior, however in our experiments the
effect on most queries was not large. Results were more stable at the top of the ranking, but variance at rank 500 was not unreasonable, especially for an architecture that avoids searching most
of the index.
Rank-S and Taily produced nearly equal variance, which might be considered surprising given
that Rank-S has one more random component than Taily.
Most of the variance observed in our per-query experiments was caused by a small number
of queries – typically, rare queries. In some instances the partitioning process correctly grouped
relevant documents together, but placed them in unrepresentative shards, which caused poor
resource selection. This behavior may indicate the need for partitioning processes more sophisticated than simple k-means clustering.
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6
R E S O U R C E S E L E C T I O N W I T H WA N D

Prior work in selective search claimed that the architecture can deliver results that are as accurate
as exhaustive search while searching a very small number of shards (i.e. 3–5). However, this
proposal has shown that this may not be true with stronger exhaustive search baselines and a
more careful examination of individual query sets (Section 3.3.2). Of the two resource selection
algorithms compared, we saw that Rank-S performs better than Taily, but is much less efficient
and still less accurate than exhaustive search. This motivates us to investigate the possibility of
designing a more accurate resource selection.
Block-Max WAND (BM-WAND) [Dimopoulos et al. 2013] is an extension of WAND, a dynamic
pruning algorithm which skips evaluating sections of the postings list during query time when
those segments are guaranteed not to contain high scoring documents. In order to accomplish
this, at index time BM-WAND segments a term posting list into blocks that span n documents
each and stores the local maximum term score found in the block as the block max score. This
provides information on the term score distribution of the postings which may be useful for
resource selection. To summarize, our research question is:
RQ 8 Can BM-WAND information be used to design an effective resource selection algorithm?
6.1

methods

Typically, BM-WAND gathers the statistics it needs from a postings list from the index without
any special sorting operations. Consequently, the documents in the postings list are in the order
that was supplied to the search index at index time, which is usually random or approximately
grouped by the source domains of the documents. Ours was the latter case and source ordering
was found to be not ideal. We found that the block max scores calculated from the source ordered
postings list contained very little signal for the actual term score distribution of the documents in
the list.
Figure 25 shows the block max scores of the term obama for a topical shard that was highly
ranked for the query obama family tree where the postings list was in source order. The distribution of scores in this document order was near random, which is typical. When the max scores
were calculated from each block, it formed a flat distribution with little variation, which was not
representative of the full range of document scores.
Alternatively, the documents in a postings list can be sorted in impact ordering [Anh and Moffat
2002]. In this ordering, a term’s postings list is sorted such that the highest scoring documents for
that term appears first in the list. As seen in Figure 25, the block max scores calculated from this
ordering give much better insight into the distribution of document scores for the term across
the shard. Furthermore, block max scores of impact ordered lists have a clear intuitive meaning;
57
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Figure 25: Comparison of impact ordered posting list and source ordered posting list block max score
distributions of the term obama in a top shard for the query obama family tree (shard 57). Block
size is n = 128.

the block max score of the first block is the score of the highest scoring document for the term
in that shard, the block max score of the second block using size n is the score of the n + 1’th
highest scoring document for the term, etc. Therefore, we use block max scores for impact ordered
posting lists over source order posting lists in our experiments.
Initially, we experimented with a range of query lengths and attempted to handle multi-term
queries in two different ways. In the first method, for a given shard, a score was generated for each
query term and then the whole query score was produced by adding the individual term scores.
In the second method, we sought to better capture term co-occurrence using source-ordered
posting lists, where document ordering is consistent across all terms. We identified the blocks
where the query terms overlapped and calculated the density of the maximum possible score
for the overlapped blocks, as defined by the maximum score possible in the overlapped block
divided by the number of documents in that block.
Neither of these methods produced good results. Our hypothesis was that we were mishandling
merging information across terms in multi-term queries rather than an innate lack of signal in the
block max scores. In order to test this hypothesis, we narrowed our focus to single term queries.
We compared two methods of using block max scores for shard selection of single term queries.
The first method, second score, orders the shard by the score of second highest block, where the
block size n = 128. In a single term query, this is equivalent to ranking the shards by the score of
the 129th highest scoring document from that shard. After the shards were ranked, a static cut-off
was applied. In our experiments, we used a cut-off of 3 and 5 in order to produce comparable results to Taily and Rank-S, two state-of-the-art resource selection algorithms to which we compare
our method.
The second method, multi-size second scores (M3S), extends the above idea by using block max
scores from blocks of different sizes. Rather than using a single data point to represent a shard’s
worth, the block max scores of the second highest block of block sizes N = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}
are collected. (Alternatively, this is equivalent to sampling the score of the impact ordered posting
list at document rank 2, 3, 5 etc.) These block max scores are then pooled and blocks with the
highest scores are selected and removed from the pool. Each selected block of size ni contributes
ni − ni−1 additional documents to the estimated ranked list. Because of the impact ordered
postings list, it is impossible that a block of a larger size would be selected before a block of a
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Algorithm 2 Multi-size second scores (M3S) algorithm for shard selection.
k = input threshold
N = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}
. block size steps used
S = {}
. set of selected shards
B = {bni ,s | ∀ni ∈ N, ∀s ∈ all shards}
. all second score blocks from all shards
k̂ = 0
. estimated number of top scoring documents in S
while k̂ < k do
bni ,s = block with highest max score in B
add shard s to S
remove bni ,s from B
k̂ = k̂ + ni − ni−1
. where n0 is defined as 0 for convenience
return S

Shard 1
11
10
10
9
9
0
0
0
0
0
0

b1,1
b1,2

b1,4

Shard 2
4
3
9
2
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

3

b2,1

2

b2,2

1

b2,4

Figure 26: An example of the multi-size second scores method. If k = 2, b1,1 is the first block selected
(k̂ = 1), then b1,2 (k̂ = 2) resulting in shard 1 being selected for search, as ideal. However, if
k = 3, b2,1 (k̂ = 3) is also selected, resulting in both shards being selected for search even though
shard 2 is unnecessary.

smaller size from the same shard. Therefore, a new block contributes additional documents equal
to its size less the total number of documents already contributed by the shard, i.e. the size of a
block of one size step lesser. This process continues until the estimated ranked list size exceeds
a threshold, k. Then, all shards represented by the selected blocks become the set of shards to
search. This algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Intuitively, the M3S method uses the block max scores to attempt to find all shards represented
in the top-k of a document ranking created by exhaustive search. In the example shown in Figure 26, for a desired k = 2, the algorithm first selects b1,1 (k̂ = 1), then b1,2 (k̂ = 2) and stops,
resulting in shard 1 being selected for search.
In practice, the algorithm may select more shards than necessary. If the desired k = 3 in Figure 26, the algorithm would select an additional block b2,1 (k̂ = 3) before halting. This results in
both shard 1 and 2 being selected even though the true top 3 documents all reside in shard 1.
Unlike the second score method, M3S can select a different number of shards for each query.
In practice, M3S selected a large number of shards because there are many shards that contribute
only one or two documents to the final result list. Thus, we also explored a static cut-off variation.
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The shards were sorted by the number of documents they are estimated to contribute to the top-k
and a static cut-off of 3 and 5 were applied, similar to the setup for the second scores method. In
our experiments, we set k = 100 unless otherwise specified.
6.2

experimental setup

The experiments were carried out with the ClueWeb09 Category B dataset, which includes 50
million English documents, and single term queries from the TREC Web track query set from
2009–2012, a total of 58 queries with relevant judgments.
The dataset was clustered into 296 topical shards using a two-stage K-means clustering algorithm. The method initially formed 200 shards then in a second step reclustered the largest shards
to smaller pieces in order to balance the shard sizes. The larger number of shards used for the
dataset compared to previous experiments was due to a finding of a colleague that smaller shards
produced better resource selection1 .
The shards were searched using BM25 with k1 = 0.9 and b = 0.4 and using the global corpus
statistics for idf and average document length. BM25 was initially chosen for its simple operator
for combining term scores (i.e. addition) and because it is known to work well with WAND. Each
shard returned 1, 000 results and the top 1, 000 documents from the final merged list were used
to calculate effectiveness metrics.
The baselines are exhaustive search, i.e. the effectiveness gained by searching the entire corpus,
and two state-of-the-art resource selection algorithms, Taily [Aly et al. 2013] and Rank-S [Kulkarni
et al. 2012]. Exhaustive search was performed using BM25 with the same parameters as above.
The parameters used for Taily and Rank-S were the best parameters as reported by Aly et al.
[2013] (nc = 400, v = 50) and Kulkarni [2013] (base = 5, CSI = 1%).
Statistical significance testing was performed with a non-inferiority test commonly used in
the medical field to test that two treatments have similar effectiveness. In this test, rather than
testing to reject the null hypothesis H0 : µA = µB , we test to reject H00 : µA − µB > δ for some
small margin, δ. Intuitively, by rejecting H00 we accept the alternative hypothesis, which is that
any reduction of performance in system B compared to system A is inconsequential. Note that if
δ = 0, H00 tests for the statistical superiority of system B. Jayasinghe et al. [2015] presents a more
thorough treatment of the subject of equivalence testing in IR systems. In our experiments, we set
the margin δ to 5% and 10% of the mean of the system A.
6.3

experiments

Table 18 presents the results of the experiments. We first present the exhaustive search result,
which is the target that the resource selection algorithms attempt to meet and is the base system
used for all non-inferiority testing. The following two groupings of result present our methods
compared to two state-of-the-art resource selection baselines. A static cut-off was applied such
that our methods search an equivalent number of shards to the baseline. This ensures that the
accuracy of the results are presented for an equivalent efficiency level in the shard search step.
The last group are two versions of the M3S method with different k settings that were allowed
select a different number of shards for each query.
The efficiency of the resource selection methods used in this chapter are independent of the
shard search step and do not vary with the shard cut-offs. In the order of increasing latency, the
1 Personal communication with Zhuyun Dai.
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Table 18: The results of second scores and M3S resource selection methods with different cut-off alternatives compared to exhaustive search and state of the art resource selection algorithm baselines for
58 single term queries. Avg shards shows the average number of shards selected for each query.
For the M3S, k = 100 unless otherwise specified. * indicates method is within a 10% margin of
exhaustive search using a non-inferiority test with p = 0.05. + indicates result is within a 5%
margin.

Avg shards

P@10

NDCG@30

MAP@1000

-

0.2741

0.1724

0.0903

2.78

0.2810

0.1797

0.0756

M3S (3 shards)

3

0.2948*

0.1856*

0.0769

2nd Score (3 shards)

3

0.2983*

0.1711

0.0727

4.76

0.2776

0.1690

0.0666

Exhaustive
Taily

Rank-S
M3S (5 shards)

5

0.2948+*

0.1947+*

0.0815

2nd Score (5 shards)

5

0.3207+*

0.1927+*

0.0855

M3S

29

0.2741+*

0.1728+*

0.0873*

M3S (k = 1000)

135

0.2741+*

0.1724+*

0.0903+*

efficiency of the algorithms are as follows: second score < Taily < M3S << Rank-S. That is, the
second score method is the most efficient and Rank-S, the least. For every shard-term pair, the
second score method stores one value (the score of the second block), Taily stores two values (the
nc and v parameters), and M3S stores eight values (one second score per block size in N). Rank-S
stores 1% of all postings in its CSI, which is typically much larger.
As expected, it is easier to perform resource selection for single term queries compared to the
full multi-term query set (compare accuracy results in Table 5). Notably, Taily performs slightly
better than Rank-S in single term queries across all metrics, whereas we have previously seen
Rank-S outperform Taily when using the full query set. This result is expected, given that Rank-S
has more information about term co-occurrence from its sample index, whereas Taily uses an
explicit term independence assumption in its estimation.
However, although the means for the accuracy results of Taily and Rank-S are higher than the
exhaustive search baseline, they failed the non-inferiority test at both 5% and 10% margins, indicating that we cannot conclude that the Taily and Rank-S do not perform significantly worse than
exhaustive search. In comparison, the accuracy metrics for the second score and M3S methods
had a higher mean and were non-inferior to exhaustive search for both P@10 and NDCG@30.
Generally, M3S performed better than the second score method and was statistically significant
at smaller margins.
Furthermore, when the full set of selected shards are searched for M3S (i.e. 29 on average for
k = 100 and 135 on average for k = 1000) as opposed to using a smaller fixed cut-off, the results
pass the non-inferiority test for the recall-oriented MAP metric as well. Note that M3S also passes
the non-inferiority test for both P@10 and NDCG@30, even though the mean for these metrics are
sometimes lower than that of Taily or Rank-S. This is due to the variance of the systems. While
Taily and Rank-S sometimes perform better than exhaustive search, they perform worse in more
queries. For P@10, the win-loss ratio of Taily compared to exhaustive search is 15 wins and 17
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losses. For Rank-S, it is 20 wins and 22 losses. However, M3S exactly replicates the exhaustive
search ranking to these depths and produces a 0 win 0 loss record, passing the non-inferiority
test unlike Taily and Rank-S. While M3S does not have a higher mean performance, the results
are stable and would be particularly useful in systems that have a high penalty for missing
documents, such as web search systems that use re-ranking algorithms.
The amount of shards searched for M3S may seem large, but it is only necessary for tasks
requiring high recall. Otherwise, searching 5 shards is sufficient for shallower metrics such as
P@10 and NDCG@30. We can also compare the number of shards searched for M3S to that of
an oracle method. If one had perfect knowledge of which documents would appear in the topk results of the final result list and which shards they came from, one can construct the ideal,
minimum set of shards required to exactly reproduce the final ranked list. Compared to this ideal
minimum, the number of shards selected by M3S is quite reasonable, especially for the k = 100
configuration. The oracle method selects an average of 22 shards for k = 100 and an average of
87 shards for k = 1000.
This result verifies our hypothesis that there is signal in the BM-WAND scores which can be
used to perform resource selection. While the difference between the state-of-the-art methods
and the block max score methods are small, the new methods produced statistically significant
non-inferiority results and greater stability with competitive efficiency.
6.4

summary

Some dynamic pruning algorithms such as BM-WAND [Dimopoulos et al. 2013] collect statistics
during indexing time to perform online optimizations. We explored the use of this information
to perform resource selection. When impact and source ordered posting lists were compared,
the block max scores for impact ordered postings displayed more score variation and a stronger
signal for resource selection.
We experimented with two variations of using block max scores for resource selection with
single term queries. Results produced from searching the shards selected by both methods were
statistically non-inferior when compared to an exhaustive search baseline while searching an
equivalent number of shards to two state-of-the-art resource selection algorithms. This indicates
that a better way of combining the term scores from the block max score information may produce
a good resource selection method for all queries.
Furthermore, we saw that it is feasible to determine a set of shards that would exactly replicate
exhaustive search results that was close to the size of an oracle-based method. This presents the
possibility of performing a low-variance, stable search within a selective search paradigm, which
closely or exactly replicates exhaustive search results.
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7
CONCLUSION

This proposal described the selective search architecture then identified and addressed several
outstanding issues related to parallel query processing, load balancing, variance in effectiveness,
performance in combination with dynamic pruning optimization techniques and resource selection.
7.1

summary of findings

Prior work has shown that selective search is very efficient in an environment evaluating a single
query at a time. In this proposal, we extended this claim to a fully parallel processing environment,
where multiple queries can be processed by the system in parallel. Using a long query stream
and large datasets, we evaluated selective search under load. It was found that in a wide range of
hardware configurations, selective search had higher throughput than a typical distributed search
setup.
We also addressed concerns of a potential load imbalance in selective search in a multi-machine,
parallel processing environment under load. The shards produced by selective search are topically
focused. Some topics are naturally more popular than others, causing certain shards to be selected
at a higher frequency. This caused hotspots in the machines hosting those shards, which become
more severe as the number of machines are increased. This issue was addressed through using
training queries to estimate shard popularity and assigning the shards to available machines in
a greedy fashion. We saw that this method outperformed 10 different random shard partitions.
In addition, experiments with queries a week and a month into the future from the initial shard
allocation suggested that the broad trends of topic popularity are relatively stable and shards do
not need to be reassigned on a frequent basis.
Combining this load balancing method with an efficient resource selection algorithm such as
Taily, selective search displayed higher throughput and lower latency than typical distributed
search in the parallel processing environment containing a small number of machines. We also
briefly explored the use of selective search in medium scale environments and found that selective
search maintained its throughput advantage.
Selective search uses non-deterministic processes for shard creation and for sample-based resource selection algorithms. This work explored the impact of these random decisions on selective
search effectiveness. Overall, the results of the system was stable at the top most ranks and still
reasonable at deeper ranks. We saw that most of the variance came from a small number of
queries, where relevant documents were placed into clusters that were not representative of them.
In particular, the queries with the highest variance were typically rare queries, suggesting that
query type can influence the effectiveness of selective search.
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Another outstanding issue was the possible effects of combining selective search with dynamic pruning optimization methods such as WAND. It was shown that selective search and
WAND have independent cost savings. In addition, with good shard selection, selective search
and WAND had better-than-additive gains due to the long, skewed posting lists generated by clustering process. In experimenting with different ways of combining WAND and selective search, it
was shown that when shards are searched in sequence and the WAND state is passed on between
shards, significant computational cost savings can be realized. While a strict sequential shard
search is likely undesirable for most use-cases, it opens the possibility of a tiered shard search
that can realize some of the savings while retaining competitive latency.
Finally, we explored new methods of resource selection, which utilized existing collection statistics gathered by Block-Max WAND. We saw that for single-term queries, these methods were
statistically non-inferior to exhaustive search, an improvement over prior methods. This suggests
that with a good way to combine individual term data, it would be possible to perform resource
selection using existing statistics. Furthermore, we were able to predict a reasonably sized set of
shards which would exactly reproduce the exhaustive search results to a given depth in the rank.
This creates an avenue for performing exact search with selective search, a new use-case that is
currently unsupported.
7.2

contributions and wider impact

With the tools and insights developed by this proposal, an organization can deploy a selective
search system with confidence that it will have high efficiency and reasonable effectiveness.
Adoption of selective search may have significant impact on industry and academia alike. One
of the advantages of selective search is its high throughput obtained from its low consumption of
total computational resources. With more powerful computing resources are becoming available
to search increasingly larger data collections, electricity consumption has become a significant
cost of large scale search in industry. Selective search, with its low total computational cost, is an
alternative to traditional distributed search with a smaller carbon footprint.
Selective search also enables organizations with fewer computing resources such as universities
and small businesses to search larger collections. This is especially important for tasks that build
on top of large scale text search such as text mining or question answering. Selective search
empowers small organization with limited resources and gives them tools to innovate in the big
data space that may be difficult to access otherwise.
7.3

future work

We have seen from work in this proposal that selective search accuracy remains an open problem.
As concerns about its accuracy is one of the reasons preventing a wider acceptance of selective
search, the primary goal of the remaining work in the dissertation is to address this issue.
This problem will be tackled in three different research directions. First, we will develop a more
accurate resource selection algorithm, for better overall effectiveness. Secondly, we will develop
a method for stable retrieval to support applications that require a very close approximation of
exhaustive search. Finally, we will develop a result merging algorithm for selective search that
enables shard-specific search improvements for greater retrieval accuracy.
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7.3 future work

7.3.1

Revisiting Resource Selection (Jun 2016–Sep 2016)

This proposal has shown that resource selection is a source of error in a selective search system
and effective resource selection remains an open problem in selective search. In particular, there
is no method that allows an administrator to adjust between accuracy and effectiveness based on
the needs of the system.
Initial attempts in using Block-Max WAND information to perform this task did not see complete success. However, in doing so we created a set of new promising features for shard ranking.
We saw that sampling the scores of an impact-ordered posting list at various ranks was a strong
signal for shard relevance. In addition, we generated features that capture a rough estimate of
term co-occurrence, which was calculated by identifying the blocks that overlapped across multiple terms. Based on the block size used by Block-Max WAND, this feature can provide finer
grained features at greater computational cost or coarse estimates that are quicker to calculate.
Separately on their own, these features were flawed. The posting list score sample feature was
effective for single term queries but not for multi-term queries. The term co-occurrence feature
was a weaker feature overall. However, these features encapsulate new information about shard
relevance that is different from each other and from standard text features (TF, IDF etc.). Using
the above new features with existing text features, a learning-to-rank model can be trained to
rank the shards. In particular, by using term co-occurrence features, we can hope to overcome the
primary weaknesses of previous model-based resource selection methods, which is that they are
less accurate on multi-term queries. Furthermore, this last feature can be adjusted so that finer
or coarser granularities are used, which allows for trading time for more accuracy and vice versa.
Overall, this should result in a resource selection algorithm that is more accurate and adjustable.
7.3.2

Stable retrieval (Nov 2016–Mar 2017)

Currently, selective search makes no guarantees that all the top documents of an exhaustive
ranked list will be retrieved. While the accuracy of the system is comparable to exhaustive search
when averaged across many queries, in any single query, top ranked documents may be missing
from the results. For applications that require strong guarantees on the exhaustive search results
such as web search, a stable retrieval method must be supported.
In experimenting with combining WAND variants with selective search, it was seen that it
is possible to replicate the exact results of exhaustive search using a given shard ranking if a
sufficient number of shards are searched. This number can be determined through an algorithm
similar to Block-Max WAND, where a shard is treated as block. A shard is searched only if
it is possible that it may contribute documents to the desired top-k ranking. To guarantee the
replication of exhaustive search results, the shards must be searched in sequence. While searching
more shards and searching in sequence would increase the latency required to perform search, by
passing on the internal state of WAND in between searching each shard, the total computational
resources could be significantly decreased and a stable search can be performed with selective
search with competitive throughput. The latency could be decreased by organizing the selected
shards into tiers and searching each tier in parallel.
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7.3.3

Result Merging and Shard-specific Search (Apr 2017–Sep 2017)

Selective search as used by prior work uses shared global term statistics to calculate scores at each
shard, resulting in document scores which are comparable across shard. This greatly simplifies
the result merge step. However, the drawback of this configuration is that the search process
cannot be customized for each shard to potentially generate better search results. For example,
query expansion through word embeddings trained on shard-specific vocabulary can out-perform
globally trained embeddings [Diaz et al. 2016]. In addition, due to the topically-focused nature of
selective search shards, query diversification using shard-specific language models may produce
terms specific to the facet of the query represented by the shard’s topic, and ultimately be more
useful. However, the document scores generated by such methods would generate scores that are
no longer comparable across shards.
A method to merge documents produced by each shard would enable shard-specific search
optimizations that would ultimately increase the accuracy of selective search. A potential solution
to the merge problem would be to characterize it as a re-ranking problem. Results from individual
shards can be pooled and reordered using a learning-to-rank algorithm. Some features used the
in the re-ranker may include the score of the document’s originating shard, the distance of the
document from the shard’s centroid, the document’s rank within the shard, and standard text
features.
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